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The exceptional quality of Prosper Me'rimee's two
nouvelles, carmen and colomba can best be noted by the em
phatic mixed emotions that they produce on their readers. The
stories themselves are concise, precise, and devoid of the
author's sentiments. The characters portrayed are true to
life, full of ideas of vengeance, love, debauchery, humani-
tarianism, and wisdom. Out of the panorama of individuals whose
spectres appear in these two works, carmen and colomba emerge
as true heroines, or perhaps, as villains.
Carmen and Colomba are believable types; characters set
in a locale whose customs and ideals are as much a part of them
as their names, m both stories, the appearance of the princi
pal characters is delayed, but their personalities so dominate
the stories until one is apt to plow through the stories on
first reading 3ust to see what new actions these two characters
will bring as the plot is developed. The dominance of carmen
and colomba in their individual stories cannot be denied or
overlooked, for once their aim in the story is determined, one
is able to see that the roles of the other characters are gear
ed to the completion of the purpose for the principal character's
introduction into the story. Both characters are exceptional
in their strengths and weaknesses, but locale, degree of
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cultural influences, and personal ideals, in some cases,
provide marked differences in character portrayal, to what
extent are these exceptional women similar or different?
fiie purpose of this study shall be to trace the
development of carmen and colomba while seeking to stress both
similarities and differences in character portrayal and while
discussing the author*s philosophy and techniques in relating
them to this development.
The subject shall be discussed in four chapters. The
first chapter, an introductory one, shall consist of significant
biographical details of the author's life and his theories as
they reflect his individual philosophy and as they relate to
the total scope of the century in which he lived and worked.
The second chapter shall consist of the analysis and character
development of carmen with major emphasis being placed on the
development of the principal character. The third ehapter
shall consist of the treatment of colomba in the same manner
as the preceding chapter. The fourth chapter shall be developed
by comparing and contrasting carmen and colomba while noting
both similarities and differences.
It is with sincere gratitude that the writer wishes
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That broad period spanning the range of years from 1800
to 1899, we term the Romantic Period in France, Noteworthy to
any study of this period is the knowledge of the operation within
this period of three separate, yet interrelated movements termed
Realist, naturalist, and Symbolist. For a complete understanding
of these general terms as they refer to the operation of these
literary movements during the Nineteenth century, not only is a
study of literary trends invaluable, but also deemed necessary,
is an acquaintance with the political, economic, and social
conditions of the period.
Manifest during this period was certainly the potential
of an array of remarkable individuals of genius material, Msn,
whose thorough intellectual and political development enabled
them to grope with the problems of the times while using their
intellects to work toward solving governmental problems; and
to escape, in a sense, the horror of the immediate past and; im
minent present by choosing for their literary works, themes into
which they could project the long ago and faraway-locales for
the Middle Iges and countries other than France, Eowever, as
these men oftentimes met failures in what they deemed necessary
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to the political insitutions, disillusionment proved inevitable.
They, with their followers, withdrew to what one terms "les tours
d'ivoire". to relinquish to others the responsibility for the
proper functioning of the government. This attitude makes its
appearance in the theory of art for art»s sake wherein art is
proposed to make no definite moral proclamations, but is to be
its own worth; its own value. Men began to look around them and
to depict in their writings what they saw in the real world.
France played its role as the mother of these intellectuals, for
they were not able to write less; than what they saw or met with
in their daily lives.
Dato this environment was; unfurled a renewal in the
interests of man; a spirit of humanitarianism which involved
methodical studies in the biological, physiological, religious,
and sociological aspects of human nature. Science, infant for
centuries prepared to take its rightful place as the adult that
man was in society, jp. literature, what is known as laturalism
developed. Our authors tried with a sincere spirit to research
to the depths that about which they were to write. This, of
course, may have had many morbid aspects, for life at times is
that, and in depicting what they knew to be true,, these authors
frequently enabled their readers; to remember similar incidents
in their owl environments: and experiences.
Scientific truths were accepted, but their influence on
literature proved less enduring. Buring the latter part of the
century, escapism again held the reins, though this time in a
different manner. The mind, long misinterpreted or misunderstood
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was related to the various senses to give material ideas of
inanimate qualities. This development of literary trends ended
the century, but laid the basis for that which was to be heralded
by the Twentieth century.
Ms the aim of this thesis is to give a thorough analyti
cal comparison of Cjarmen and Colomba while attempting to stress
development of the principal characters, major emphasis shall
not be placed on a study of literary, political, economic, or
social conditions of the period during which Prosper Merimee
lived and wrote. 1 complete day to day tableau of the author*s
life shall neither be included; but, rather, a general one in an
effort to ascertain those incidents and experiences which may
have delegated hitti to posterity.
Prosper Merimee, known to us as author, statesman, scho
lar, and historian entered the Nineteenth century at its initia
tion, but by reason of his critical and literary ideas was to
serve as a link between the Romantic and Realist periods.
Leonor Merimee was born on September 16, 1759, at
Broglie in Eure. There, his father was a lawyer of Parliament
and administrator of the Chateau de Broglie. His godfather,
Count Charles Francois de Broglie was the ambassador to the
king of Poland. Leonor's early school studies were done at the
lycee of Caen. Perhaps these studies enabled him to decide
affirmatively to pursue a career as painter. &t nineteen, he
went to Paris to study painting under Doyen, the former in
structor of David. Although his work failed to offer him the
promise of lasting notoriety as an artist, he was able to obtain
relative success with his "Nabuchodonor fait tuer des Sedecias",
"La Mort de Tatius", and ^L1 Innocence Hourissant un Serpent" when
these paintings were entered in competition for awards. Travels
to Rome and Florence enabled him to further his studies, and
upon his return to France, helped him to move into a position
of authority.
Homme en 179!? professeur d,e dessin a l'Ecole Cen-
trale des Travaux publics ereee lrannee d'avant et
appele'e peu apres I'Ecole Polyteehnique. 11 eut des lors
a sa disposition des laboratoires de chimie qui lui
permirent de pousser ses recherches sur les couleurs.
Un decret de la convention ayant institue un concours
relatif a la restauration des tableaux, il demontra la
possibilite d'accllerer leur vieillissement.1
In 1828, Leonor published a monumental work, one which
took nearly forty years of research and remained a classic in
its field, ge la Peinture a 1'huile. ou des procede^ mate^riels
employes dans ce ^enre de peinture depuis Hubert e_t ^n ^ran Eyck
jusqu'a nos .jours.
As art instructor to a group of girls in the home of
Mae Moreau, Leonor met and fell in love with her daughter, Anne,
who was one of these students. In 1800, they were married. Of
the maternal ancestry which came to be dmparted to Prosper, Billy
has said:
Anne Moreau avait pour mere%la veuve d«un medecin
militaire, mattress de pension a Passy ohez laquelle
Llonor dormait des legons, et pour aleule Jeanne Leprince
de Beaumont, originaire de Rouen, auteur de 70 volumes:
Le Magasin des enfants. Le Magasin des adolescentsT Le
^l <fes pauvres. etc... Un Jean-€faptiste Leprince,
e Billy, Merimee (Paris: Flammarion, 1959), P. 12.
oncle de Jeanne-Marie et fils d»un sculpteur, etait bon
paysagiste. Le frere d»Anne Moreau, professeur de
physique au college d'Avallon, enseignait le dessin aux
jeunes filles.1
On September 23, 1803, the Me'rime'e's first and only
child, Prosper, was born. As an only child of bourgeois parents
who were from backgrounds considered both cultured and scholarly,
Rrosper became a spoiled child. Nevertheless, his ever present
natural curiosity coupled with his above average intelligence
made him an apt student, on entering the Iyce'e Napoleon which
was to become during the restauration, the College Henri I?,
Prosper met not only the stares of fellow schoolmates, but on
occasion, their ridicule as well. The importance of his pre-
adolescent years to the development of his personality as reflected
in his life and works seems to be of interest to his biographers.
Eis parents were agnostics, so the basis of early
religious indoctrination was not laid, nor did it ever enter his
thinking. Leonor Merimee had both the opportunity to know
numerous Englishmen and to have them visit his home from time to
time. The benefit of the knowledge of these individuals was
shown in Prosper«s ability to speak this language at a very early
age. of his parents, perhaps it is his mother whose influence
was most enduring. She was deeply interested in the writings of
Voltaire, and the critical spirit derived from her readings seems
1Ibid., p. Ik.
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to have been imbedded in her son's thinking, Stendhal
characterizes Mae Merimee thusly: "Comma son fils, elle me
paraft susceptible d»attendrissement one fois par an,"1 She too,
was influenced by the English, Resulting from this interest
was Prosper *s manner and mode of dress; elegant, but different
from his peers, and his handwriting, an elongated form which
was then becoming fashionable,
H tenait d'elle cette devise qu'il portait sur un
cachet^'Souviens-toi de te mefier," En fait, de cette
mlfiance qui devait le proteger, il fut la dupe et la
victime. Elle a ravage sa vie, II se fit une etude
de celer aux autres les emotions de son ame trop tendre,
mais les renferment en lui-m#me, il les rendit cent
fois plus cruelles, ^Saint-Bsuve en avait recuellli un
temoignage; Ayant, a l'age de cinq ans, commis une
peccadillo, il pleure, demande pardon a genoux, Sa
mere ne peut sfempe*cher de rire, II se releve stupefait:
"Puisqu'on se moque de moi, je ne demanderai plus ;ja-
mais pardon," Plus tard, sa sensibilite lui attira
les railleries de ses camarades, II se fit des lors
une etude de cacher tous ^,es dehors de ce qu'il consider-
ait comme une faiblesse deshonorante• "XL vivait
masque*11 a ecrit Tourgueniev,2
Perhaps the oocurrenee of this incident at the earjly age
of five could have made Merimee a sceptic, but Filon feels that
this overall outlook on life came only after its reinforcement with
numerous similar experiences,3
His studies at the Iycee Henri IV were not brilliant,
and in spite of his dress and general manners, he met students
Paul Le'on, Merime/e et son Temps (Paris: Presses
Universitaires de France, 19&2), p. b1.
3&uguste Filon, Merimee (Paris: Hbrairie Hachette,l898),
p. 8,
who were to become lifelong friendss Jean-Jacques Ampere,
Charles Lenormant, and Victor Jacquemont.
His father planned that Prosper would study law in
preparation for diplomaey-a career which would give him
opportunities for travel- as well as time to make
little sketches on the side; but he advised Prosper to
relax before entering the Ecole de Brolt. Prosper
"relaxed" by studying Spanish, English, Greek, numis
matics, magic, and cooking.1
Of this quest for knowledge, one author says: "Cette
soif d»apprendre, qui ne s'eteignit jamais...est peut-etre sa
passion dominante et le trait le plus honorable de son caractere
intellectuel,"2
After having completed his general courses at the lycee
Henri IV in August,, 1819, Prosper followed his father*s generous,
yet firm counselings, and in November of that year entered the
Ecole de D^oit of the College de Charlemagne, He completed this
course of study and obtained his degree in 1823, It is near
this time that his interest in literature becomes apparent, With
entrance to the notable salons of the day guaranteed by his
acquaintance with Ampere, Albert Stapfer, CrerareH, Viollet-Le
Buc, and Delecruze, Merimle met many of the emminent personalities
of his day, of this group, the influences of Henri Beyle, later
to be known as Stendhal, proves significant. This man, some
twenty years older than Merimee talked freely with the young
men who entered the salon of Delecruze. Of their initial meeting,
Sylvia Iyon, fhe Xife and ffimes of Prosper Merimee
(lew York:. The Dial Press, i#fb1), p. 30',
Filon, O£, cit,. p, 12,
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it seems probable that neither was thoroughly impressed with
the other. Evidence of any impression on the former may be seen
by his remark:
Un pauvre jeune homme en redingote grise et si laid
avec son nez retrousse, Cig jeune homme avait quelque
chose d'effronte et dfextremement de'plalsant...Ses yeux,
petits et sans expression, avaient un air toujours le
m@me et cet air etait merchant,..1
Though not impressed with each other initially, over the years; a
friendship resulted which offered to both parties the benefits of
this acquaintance, with a love for the anecdote, both men
interested themselves in its importance and its possibilities in
the depiction of characters and society. As atheists, both men
were critics, in the natural sense of the word, of religion,
Merime'e, though a sceptic, never treated his atheism with the same
aggressiveness as Stendhal, in his attitude towards and his
relationship with women, he seems to be more refined than Stendhal,2
In 182^, Merimee's literary career began with several
articles on the Spanish theater which he contributed to The Globe,
He signed these works with the single initial M, His publication
of Cromwell, a drama, caused Stendhal to herald him as another
Shakespeare, it is evident that this opinion was not shared by
all Paris,3
Brunetiere considers Merime'e »s career launched with Le
HBiilly, op., clt.. p. 28.
2Filon, op., eit., p. 19.
Ujron, 22. cit.« p. h-1.
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Theatre de Clara Gazul in l82J>, and Ig Guzla In 1827, of which
he says: rrSl la couleur en est d'un romantique, l'idee premiere
en est d'un curieux de toutes choses ou d'un dilettante, et bien
moins d'un disciple de Chateaubriand que d'un eleve de paurier et
d'un ami de Stendhal."1 The Spanish background used for the six
plays contained in Le Theatre de Clara Gazul stresses Merimle*s
interest in this locale, evidenced as early as 1821* with his
articles written on the Spanish theater. This group of plays,
supposedly written by a Spanish actress named Clara Gazul, was
a hoax or as it is called in French, "une supercherie." Msrime'e
becomes Joseph L'Estrange, a French officer stationed at
Gibraltar in 1813. There he meets Clara Gazul, an orphan of
fourteen, who though nearly illiterate, does have a great capacity
for learning. He befriends her, lends her several of his books
and watches her develop into an accomplished author. According to
L'Estrange, her "Une Pemrae est un Diable" makes her an immediate
success, but as it meets the disapproval of a number of indivi
duals, she is forced to flee to England. This work created a
great deal of interest, and was to some extent a success for
Merime'e and some of his friends, for they shared in the deception.
although he was only twenty-two at the time, Meri-
mee endowed this mystification with all the irreverence,
the wit, the cynicism, and the polished craftsmanship
which are to be found in the work of his later years.
He had posed for Clara's portrait, drawn by Etienne
Delecruze, painter and art critic. Henri Beyle, in those
, Ferdinand Brunetiere, Manuel dg_ l'Histoire de, la
Litterature francaise (Paris: Librairie Charles Delagrave. I898),
p. 43B *"
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days not yet known as Stendhal, had helped to correct
the proofs, prosper*s school friend, Jean-Jacques
Ampere, had contributed a glowing hint of the plays to
come in l£ Globe. the new Romantic weekly. One week
later the hoax was published by another accomplice,
Auguste sautelet, who had just opened a bookshop in
the Rue de la Bourse.^
The interval between the publication of l£ yhettre de
Lara Gazul and la. Suzla found Merimee taking his first trip
to England in 1826. He visited his parents* old friends, met
* IS
notables, and met Sutton Sharpe, a man with whom a lasting
friendship was formed.
La Guzla is the product of the proposed trip to Italy
by Merimee and his friend Ampere. Tracing their proposed route
as far as Venice on a map, they assumed that they would b© bored
with numerous tourists there, and decided that they could leave
Venice for Trieste or Raguse, but after considering the avail
ability of resources necessary to this extension of their trip,
it seemed the whole idea would have to be abandoned. "Tls
convlnrent d'e'crire dfavance leur voyage, de le vendre a un
librairie et dEmployer le prix a aller verifier s»ils avaient
commis beaucoup d^rreurs."2 Merime'e's part of the task was to
translate into French some of the folk ballads of this region.
Using the models of several ballads given to him by a friend, le
Toyage en palmatie by Fortis, and an account of the Illyrian
provinces, he wrote a collection of twenty-eight ballads,
lyon, o£. cit., p. 12.
2Billy, op., cit., p. 37.
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supposedly translated from the native tongue. This time, Me'rimeo
became Hyacinthe Maglanovich, a native of the region. Success;
did not come with this work, but several Russian and English
authors translated the ballads into their languages.
During 1828 and 1829, Me'rime'e wrote Ia Jacqueriet an
account of events precipitated during the Middle Ages, the novel,
Chronique dn Temps de Charles EC, a love story dramatioally
based on the incidents leading up to and culminating in the
Saint Batholomew»s Day Massacre of August, 1572, and Xm pamille
C:arva.1alT a play. All of these works were supposedly written
by the author of Le Theatre de Clara flazul.
There is some question as to whether Me'rime'e should be
considered a romantic at this point in his career. Le Goffic
offers the following opinion:
il est encore incertain si Merimee fut romantique
ou si son seul amour de la mystification lui fit e'crire
la Guzla. le Theatre de Clara Gazul. et peut-Stre la
Cnronique 5ujBggne^e**^HarTes JDC. La couleur locale y
est distributee sans excSs. mais cependant avee une
recherche evident de l'efret. Et c'est un deifaut qui
ne se sentira plus dans les recits qui.vont suivre et
qui ont fait la cele'brite" de l'auteur.1
¥e may justly class Merimee as a Romantic for his ability
to develop to their fullest degree the passions, the emotions,
the sentiments of his characters, and for his not infrequent use
of local color. He, himself, seemed at one time a loyal exponent
of the Romantic«s theory of the use of local color; yet, after
Charles Le Goffic, La I^ttejpature francaise au XKe
e£ au XXe Siecles (Paris: BlFlIoEHIque Larousse, 191^7,"p7"200.
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his unmasking by Goethe as the author of Ie Thesttre de Clara
Gazul and I& Guzla, he seemed to either scorn its use because
of the relative simplicity with which he was able to handle it,
or to criticize its abuse by numerous authors of his day.
The term couleur locale recurs in Merime'e's writ
ings with the persistence of a leit-motiv. It appears
at every stage of his career and in the most diverse
works: letters, travel books, fiction, critical pre
faces. His eagerness to learn about local conditions
at first hand is expressed almost naively in some of
his earlier letters: he hopes to experience "quelque
aventure pleine de couleur locale..." Elsewhere, he
appears to dismiss local colour as one of the slogans
which were fashionable in his youth.I
Both productivity and success in what was to become his
genre as a writer seem to become assured during the interval
from 1829 to 1830.
Of his generation of Romantics, Merimee was certain
ly the most gifted in the short story form. In his
earliest years as a writer, he tried various genre, but
he seems to have concluded quite soon that his true
vocation lay in the short story and he abandoned all
other forms of imaginative writing.2
It is during this period that many of his short stories were
published, some of which were to appear in 1833 in his collection
of short stories entitled Mosaique. Let it suffice here to name
some of the stories that later established him as a successful
author. There appeared Mateo Falcone. 1'Enlevement de la
Stephen Ullman, Style in the French Novel (New York:
Barnes and Noble, 196*0, p. 53.
2Murray Sachs, The French Short Story in the Nineteenth
Century: A Critical AnSHology (New York: Oxford University
Rress, 196?), p. 59.
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redoute. la vision de Charles EC, TamangoT le Vase etrusquet and
la Partie de Trictrac.
Sans doute Msrime'e y montre un gou*t tout romantique
de 1^anecdote violente: il sait c,e qu'une teinte de
mystere dans^le recit ajoute a 1'emotion du lecteur et
lui platt d'etudier la passion dans les milieux, les
epoques et chez les £tres ou, &tant le moins assujettie
aux convenances sociales, elle conserve quelque chose
de sa fougue et comme de sa couleur primitive. l^is,
il subordonne toujours le pittoresque a" la verite^
psychologique; il est tout classique par la fermete du
dessin, 1'absence de prloccupation personnel, la marche
de 1'action et^sa, hate vers le d^nouiement, surtout la
neryeuse sobriete du style, pousse a ce point de simpli
city et comme de nuditl que Flaubert l*accusera de
n'etre plus un style.1
In 1830, Merimee spent six months in Spain. During this
time, he made the acquaintance of the count and Countess de
Montijo and of their two children, Francesa and Eugenia. This
friendship will have a great bearing on his activities during the
Second Empire.
Merimee was born at perhaps the height of the regime of
Napoleon Bonaparte; he witnessed his initial abdication and
self-willed exile to Elba, his return and subsequent regime of the
One Hundred Days, his final defeat at Waterloo, and his final
exile by the Allies to Saint Helena in 1815. Merime'e saw foreign
ers invade his country after Napoleon's defeat to the Allies,
and the return to Paris of the Bourbon dynasty in the persons of
Louis XVIII and Charles X. As early as 1829, Mne Re'camier had
used her influence to secure a position for him as Secretary
1Le Goffic, 0£. cit,., p. 201.
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to the French Ambassador to London, Merimee refused to accept
this position on the premise that he had no aptitude for work as
a government functionary.
On Me'rWe's return from Spain in 1831, both he and his
parents seemed to agree that he was capable of holding a position
under the new regime. Again, he accepted the advice of his
father, who felt that in this way Prosper could obtain a secure
future for himself. Prosper "was convinced his linguistic know
ledge, and his deep interest in art, history, and architecture
could be utilized best in the field of archaeology."1 In February,
I831, the opportunity came:
Merime'e s'e^tait attacher au comte d»Argout qui fit
partie de nombreux ministeres, puis devint gouverneur
de la Banque de France et sut y demeurer sous la
Seconde Republique et le Second Empire. II subit le
contrecoup des chasses-croises entre ministres. II suit
le comte d'Argout au Commerce puis a I'lnterieur (13
mars et 31 decembre 1832) jusqu'a ce qu'en I83*f Thiers
mettre fin a une carriere jusqu'alors precaire, change-
ante, en lui conf^ant 1'inspection gene'rale des monuments
Mstoriques laissee vacante par Vitet et qui deviendra
la passion, la raison d'etre, l'oeuvre essentielle de
sa vie<*
The years between 1831 and 183*+ comprise Merime'e »s least
productive period as far as literature is concerned. To be
considered among his major works, we have from this period, Les
Ames du Purgatoire and I& Ve'nus d'llle. From 183^ to 1839,
he made many trips for his bureau of the Ministry, did much
^on, 02. cit., p. 86.
2Leon, oj). cit,., p. 23.
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toward the restoration and preservation of France!s national
monuments, and wrote several letters or episodes of his travels
in Spain. Prom August to October, 1839, Merimee traveled to
Corsica, Italy, Greece, and Asia Minor, in lo^O, he took his
second trip to Spain and published colomba. a monumental work
of its type. "Cette figure ou mieux ce type caracteristique d©
Colomba etait encadre dans un roman dont le seul detaut est dfitre
sans defauts."1 The interval between the publication of colomba
and that of carmen in 1&+5, saw Merime'e's complete acceptance
into the elite of France's literary center; for in 18U-3, he became
a member of l«Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres, and
in I&Vj-, one of the forty of l'Academie Francaise.
It is important to note the role which Merimee played
during the Second Empire. Napoleon III, now married to Eugenia,
the daughter of the Count and Countess de Monti jo, selected
MerWe as Senator in 1853- This may readily call to mind a
display of contemporary partisan politics5 but, although in
experienced in the admininstration of this position, he was not
incapable, and offered valuable, though not exceptional advice
on the problems of the day. He acted in collaboration with
the royal historian and helped to replenish la Bibliotheque
imperiale•
Mais ce qui constltue le veritable r$le de Merimee
on, oj>. 011., p. 67.
2Ibid.. p. 132.
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pendant la derniere partie de sa vie. ce qui donne a
son effort intellectuel la continuite et 1'unite sans
lesquelles cet effort eut ete jjerdu, crest cette longue
serie dfEtudes, patientes et meVnodiques par les
quelles il a essaye' d»attirer 1'attention du public
sur 1'histoire, les idees, les moeurs, et la genie
litte'raire du peuple russe.l
Of this interest a lively friendship developed with the Russian
author, Turgenev, and successful translations were made of the
works of Pushkin and Gogol,
Shortly after the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War
and the establishment of the Third Republic, Prosper Merimee
died on September 23, 18?O, and was buried at Cannes.
« cliere amie, je suis bien malade, si malade que
crest une rude affaire d'ecrire. II y a un peu. ^
d'amelioration, Je vous e'crirai bientfit, ^'espere,
plus en de'tail. Faites, prendre chez moi, a Paris, les
lettres de Madame de Sevigne et un Shakespeare,
J'aurais du les faire porter chez vous, mais je^suis
parti. Adieu, Je vous embrasse." Ainsi s^achevent
les Lettres & Une Inconnu, peux heures apres avoir
trace' ces lignes, Prosper Merimee mourrait dans son
sommeil.
Up to this point, nothing has been said of any romantic
involvement which Merimee might have had. The Lettres a Une
Inconnue. published after his death, may be considered as a
tender link with Jenny Dacquin, the love of his life for more
than thirty years. Of his first volume of Lettres a Une Inconnue,
Henry James says one may consider them "familiar," His considera-
1Ibid,, p. 1*4-0.
2Charles Du Bos, Notes, sur Merimee (Paris: Societe des
Trente, 1920), p, 7»
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tion of the second volume causes him to classify them as
epistles similar to the style of Mine de Sevigne and nearly as
provocative, but knitted with "judgments rarely flattering and
Impressions rarely genial."1 It has been established that
Merlme'e was amorous of a number of women during his lifetime,
all or any of whom could have influenced his writings. Among;
those worthy of note were Jenny Dacquin, Valentine Delessert,
Fanny Lagden, the countess Lise Przezdriecka, and the countess
Manuela de Montijo. in spite of his numerous love affairs, he
never married.
The period in which Me'rimee lived and his outlook on life
in general seem to indicate clearly the importance of these
influences in the formation of his theories. In an effort to
understand the art of the narrative as utilized by Prosper
Merimee in the nouvelles carmen and Colomba in particular, and
his other narrative prose works in general, one needs at least
a summation of his theories.
Though considered a Romantic during the time of his
liaison with Hugo and his school, it has been seen that Me'rime'e
chose never to gain a following of his own, or to formulate his
theories into a work which could be used by those whose own
interest in this genre dictated that they follow him.
Henry James, French Poets and Novelists (New York:
Grosset and Dunlap, 1964-), PP. 3OH-313.
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In the history of short prose in the first half of
the nineteenth century, Merime'e stands out as a man to
heed well. He theorized little, since he never felt
compelled to establish an esthetic for either self-
explanation or self-defense, yet he understood the
limitations and advantages of his medium as well an any
contemporary writer. To be sure, most of the techniques
he favored were common currency; plots shaped in sequen
tial narration, articulated by causality, told fry a
pseudo-author who persistently intrudes with caustic
observations. The tales are often presented as stories
within a story, well seasoned with foreshadowing, Meri-
mee dipped deep into the pool of romantic conventions
for such cliches as the exoticism of the faraway, primi-
tivism, dreams, visions, folklore, and the catchy excite
ment or tilood-and-thunder situations. Each story con
tains a calculated dose of local color which particu
larizes such stereotypes as the Noble Savage, the Good
Priest, the Luckless Lover, the Regenerated Whore, or
the Jeune France.!
1 definition of the genre into which these characters
were placed seems appropriate at this point. Richard, in his
introduction to Merimee's Mateo Falcone et colomba quotes the
definition used by Paul Bourget. From it, we are able to relate
without great effort the French nouvelle and our short story:
La nouvelle, malgre' sa brievete', difflre plus du
conte que du roman. Partant du caractere ou des^noeurs,
le nouvelliste y adapte une action, assez remassee pour
le dispenser de commenter ses personnages, assez evoca-
trice pour nfen pas dispenser le lecteur. Cela ne veut
pas dire que la nouvelle soit un court roman. "On ne
saurait allonger mteo Falcone ou abreger la Cousine
Bette sans les denaturer l'un et l'autre. Leur
matie*re est trop differente. Celle de la nouvelle est
un episode, celle du roman une suite d'episodes. Cet
episode est de'tache', isole dans 1'une, eette suite
d'episodes est agglutinee, reliee dans l'autre. Le
roman dlveloppe, la nouvelle concentre. Les episodes
du roman peuvent Stre menus, inslgnifiants. L'episode
Albert George, Short Fiction in France (Syracuse, New
York? Syracuse University Press, 1964-77 P« 131 •
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traite par la nouvelle doit etre intense'ment signiflca-
tif. Elle est un solo, le roman une symphonie.1
Merimee acknowledged the importance of a country's
literary tradition to a writer of that country, comparing the
writings of Rabelais, Bossuet, Mme de SeVigne, in addition to
numerous foreign authors, he chose the best qualities that he
felt each had to offer to the development of the genre in which
he was interested.
As a technician of his art, it would seem that Me'rime'e
chose for his motto that of Rivarol: "Ce qui n'est par clair
n'est pas frangais." In a letter to Thiers, he said, "J'ai
toujours cru que, lors qu'on est simple et vrai on est un grand
artiste."2 His language therefore is simple aiid dl©aa*.
Merime'e, like the painter, chooses the most significant
detail on which to focus the reader's attention when he is
portraying a character. Selecting the most significant detail,
and building the story around it is for him very important,
and it is what he refers to as "harmonie d'ensemble." "When some
thing is out of place in the narrative, it either «coupe la
satisfaction du lecteur', or it operates «aux de'pens de l'effet
general du tableau.1 Or indeed both."3
Dale illustrates very well Merimee»s reference to the
woman who makes her toilette before her guests arrive. The
1Pierre Richard, ed., Mateo Falcone at colomba de
mee (Paris: Librairie Larousse, s. d.), p. 9»
\, C. Dale. £he. Poetics of Prosper Merim^e (The Hague:
Mouton, 1966), p, lo,
3Ibid., p. 52.
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writer, like the woman who expects to appear her best, yet look
as natural as possible, must make thorough preparations in
advance, to sustain the illusion so necessary to the genre in
which he excelled, Merime'e's theory consists of four significant
points: 1) The writer must be withdrawn, out of sight, behind
the scenes. 2) He must concentrate on his character. 3) He,
like the painter, must set his significant detail in relief, and
h) The writer must avoid detail for detail's sake. These four
points clearly illustrate the importance which Me'rime'e gave to
a true, simple, clear, and natural depiction of the entire story.1
As to the length of story, Me'rimee said: "Je ne suis
pas de ceux qui jugent du me/rite d'un ouvrage par le nombre de
volumes. Pour moi 1'artiste qul a grave certaines medailles
grecques est l»e'gal de celui qui a sculpte" un colosse.1*2 He
considered his genre important, and in his effort to perfect it
and his subsequent success, was able to guarantee classic
examples as models for such writers as Guy de Maupassant and 0.
Henry; affording to his readers and theirs, many hours of reading
pleasure.
According to Hbvenkamp, Me'rime'e's work is shaped by the
use of local color.3 As has been stated, his position on the use
of local color is not as clear as a simple statement in the





affirmative because of his departure from the Romanticism of
Hugo, and his denial of the importance of its use. However,
the reading of his stories illustrates its use to an almost
perfect degree of naturelness.
When Merimee chooses to utilize primitive types as
characters, they are portrayed with an astounding degree of
success. His overall desire in portraying this type is to show
his natural and "spontaneous behaviour outside of society and
the problems that society poses for him."l hi of his stories
are not limited to the portrayal of primitive types as principal
characters. However, the following observation is applicable
to nearly all of Merimee's efforts at character portrayal.
The tone is satiric and the humor bizarre even
savage reflecting the paradoxical figure ofiHe
poised bureaucrat turned author. All the usual types
of satire can be found in his work, particularly
romantic irony, the mocking of man's highest aspirations
or noblest beliefs,2
j£s we begin the study of Merimee's carmen and colomba.
it is with an interest in and knowledge of those factors whleh
led to the perfection with which these stories are written.
1Ibid., p. 111.
2George, 02,. cit.y p. 106.
CHAPTER TWO
A REVELATIOH OF THE GYPSY IN CARMEN
After Prosper MerimeVs second trip to Spain, he
wrote Carmen and had it published in the Revue d_es Deux Mondes.
Of the fruits of his trip, one author has said:
II a tout vu de 1'aristocratie et le peuple, la
cour et les matadors, les milieux ecclesiastiques et
les gitanes. Les paysages l'attirent moins que les
h,ommes: "Les descriptions ne sont pas mon fort",
ecrivait-il. Mais il savait observer, et son temoi-
nage vaut celui de Stendhal pour 1'Italia, On le
trouve dans ses lettres au directeur de La. Revue d.e.
Paxlg,, dans Le_s Ames, du Pur.ff,s|toire ? dans Carmen? dans
dans ses lettres. II est le peintre par excellence
de la vie espagnole de I83O a I87O; corridas, emeutes,
voyages, superstitions, serenades, processions, l'oeil
ouvert a tout, il note objectivement ce qu'il voit.
Un critique espagnol a pu e'crire que ses lettres au
directeur^de La. Revue de Paris "furent une revelation
pour la generation de 1880 parce qu'elles donnerent
de l'Espagne une idee precise."1
Carmen is not an original story, but is derived from
a true incident which was related to Merime'e by the Countess
de Montijo. This is confirmed in a letter dated May 15, l&+59
which Merime'e wrote to the Countess.
Je viens de passer huit jours enferme a ecrire une
histoire que vous m'avez racontee il y a quinze ans
et que je crains fort gate'e. II s'agissait d'un Jacque
de Malaga, qui avait tue sa mattresse, laquelle se
^Pierre Jourda, L»Bxotisme dans la, Litterature
francaise depuis Chateaubriand (Paris: Boivin et Cie, 1938),
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consacrait exclusivement au public. Apres Arsene
Guillot, je n'ai trouve rien de plus moral aoffrir
S nos belles dames...1
The author continues to express his sincere interest in and
present occupation with a study of gypsies. He acknowledges
that the heroine of this story is a gypsy, and expresses his
interest in locating a book on gypsies which has been written
by George Borrows.2
In reference to the information contained in this
letter, we are able to see clearly the relationship between
the characters of the story, the locale in which they are
placed, and their cultural backgrounds. Prom the anecdote
to the finished story, an haphazard attempt at story writing
could have been easily made. Not so tclth Merime'e, for with
the knowledge of the incident went the necessity to present
a truthful and believable interpretation of the anecdote.
Since Me'rimee had long been interested in the culture of
the gypsies, he realized the possibilities available to him
if he could link the interest and the anecdote. Out of his
literary potential for interpreting his stories both realis
tically and truthfully, Cabmen gr§w into one of his best
loved stories.
Carmen is divided into four chapters. To perhaps
bring the reader nearer to the action of the story and to
Auguste Dupouy, Carmen de Merimeja, (Paris s Societe'
Franchise d Editions litteraires et Techniques, 1930), p.
2Lyon, 02.
the characters themselves, Me'rimee enters the story as
narrator. He enters our reading sanctuary, sits down, pulls
up a chair, and begins to relate an incident which happened
to him on an expedition to Spain in I83O.
In the first chapter, we are informed that Merimee's
reason for being in Andalusia is to find the exact location
of Caesar's Battle of Munda. On a very hot day, he sets out
with a guide to attempt to shed some light on his previous
studies. Seeking protection from the brilliant rays of a
scorching sun, he and his guide wander on what seem to them
a garden paradise. To their dismay, a stranger has been
fortunate enough to locate the "oasis" and its comforts before
their arrival. The stranger seems quite cautious and the
guide overly nervous and withdrawn. However, the narrator is
able to befriend the stranger by offering him cigars and food.
As day grows to an end, the narrator is persuaded to ride to
the nearest inn with the stranger. Despite many discreet
signals by the guide, all three arrive at the inn, eat, and
make preparations to spend the night. At this point in the
story, we learn that the stranger is named Jos/. The guide
decides to spend the night in the stable although it displeases
both Jose and the narrator. All go to sleep, but the narrator's
discomfort due to bedbugs, drives him into the open air. As
he is about to resume his sleep, the narrator notices the
departure of his guide. The guide, certain that Jose* is a
well-known bandit, refuses to lose the reward money by de
terring from his course. Once the guide has left, the narrator
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awakens Jos/, who is grateful for being able to escape in time.
The guide is angry when he returns with the tro©ps and does
not find Jose, but he and the narrator are friends when they
go their separate ways.
In chapter two, the narrator goes to Cordoba to continue
his research. Because of the remembrance of the odors of a
tannery which is located in Cordoba, the narrator here di
gresses. He tells us of the women employees of the tanning
factory, who before going home, bathe in the Guadalquivir
River. Like most men of the area who try to catch a glimpse
of the women as they bathe, the narrator is sitting on the
wharf when a young woman approaches and sits nearby. He learns
that she is a gypsy named Carmen. By her beauty, her manner,
and the enchantment of her eyes, he soon invites her to go
with him to the ice cream parlor. She hesitates, asks the
time, and is fascinated when the narrator produces a watch
that rings. When they have finished the ice cream, the narra
tor asks Carmen if he may walk home with her so that he can
have his fortune told. They arrive at her home, and she has
made the initial preparations for the fortune-telling ceremony
when a stranger enters. He is furious to find the narrator
present. After a heated argument between Carmen and the
stranger, the stranger approaches the narrator. There is a
mutual look of surprise, for the men know each other. The
stranger is Jose. Although the narrator encounters no harm
from Jose', he is promptly set on the right road back to his
place of lodging. It is only when the narrator undresses to
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go to bed that he discovers that his watch is missing. Since
he must go immediately to Seville on business, he takes no
time to have a search made for the watch. Several months
later when he passes through Cordoba again, the narrator
learns that his watch has been recovered and that the thief
is in prison awaiting death for his multiple crimes. On twice
visiting the prisoner, who is none other than Jose", the
narrator learns the story which is related in chapter three.
Jose becomes the narrator in chapter three as we learn
from him personally his background and his relationship with
Carmen. Although born to an old Basque family and destined
for the church, Jose found himself exiled because of the con
sequences following an argument over a game of handball.
Finding that he possessed a potential for military service,
he joined a regiment at Seville and soon advanced to corporal.
On© day when he was on guard duty at a cigar factory, Jose7 was
called upon to arrest a young woman who had carved an MX" on
the face of a fellowworkeB* This was Carmen. When she spoke
to him in his native tongue of the many prejudices that she
encountered as a foreigner, he was sympathetic. He was so
enthralled by her that he ignored his better judgment and his
duty and aided her in escaping. For this, he was emprisoned
and demoted to the rank of a private. He chose to serve his
time although he received from Carmen a file baked in a loaf
of bread. Jose suffered the indignation of serving guard duty
at the home of a lieutenant when Carmen and two other gypsies
paid a visit there. Carmen, on leaving, invited Jose' to meet
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her later for dinner. He went and they became lovers. Shortly
thereafter, she disappeared, but reappeared one night when
Jose' was on guard duty to persuade him to permit her band of
gypsies to smuggle contraband into the city. After Jose bar
gained for her love, they spent a few happy days together
before she disappeared again. Jose* waited each day at their
previous meeting place, and one day, Carmen appeared with a
young lieutenant. When the lieutenant asked Jose' why he was
there, Jos! became indignant and killed the lieutenant in the
ensuing fight. Because of this, he deserted the army, and was
introduced by Carmen to the art of smuggling. After some time
as an adopted gypsy, he met Carmen's husband, "le Borgne",
whom she has by this time bargained out of jail. In addition
to this interruption in his love life, Jose' learned of Carmenfs
affair with an Englishman. By waiting for the proper moment,
Jose was able to kill both of these rivals. Carmen, once
again, began an affair, this time with a young picador named
Lucas. Exasperated, Jose vowed to kill Carmen instead of the
picador. It was at the time of this vow that the narrator
met Jose and Carmen and had his watch stolen. As a result of
the theft, a fight insued. As usual Jose forgave Carmen.
When Jose learned that Carmen was still seeing Lucas, he
forced her to go to another city. Jose was convinced that
his only chance of happiness with Carmen depended upon getting
her out of this environment. He begged her to give up her
gypsy life and to go with him to America. She refused, saying
that she was born a gypsy, and would never forsake this life
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of freedom. Jose killed Carmen, buried her, and turned him
self in to the authorities.
Chapter four is the author's exposition on the culture
of gypsies. In a sense, he closes the book on the preceding
three chapters. The one fact that Carmen is a gypsy gives
him leeway to introduce a rather complete study on the origin,
customs, and language of the gypsies. Merimee includes in this
chapter the names by which gypsies are known, the places in
Spain in which they live, and the occupations of both sexes.
He speaks of their physical characteristics, their lack of
personal hygiene, the possible lack of chastity among the women,
and the general attitude of faithfulness and concern which
gypsies display for fellow countrymen. With reference to
religion, or the gypsies* lack of it, the author dearly
illustrates their ready acceptance of the religion of others,
and their consideration of themselves as a superior race.
The final part of this chapter concerns itself with a study
of the similarities and differences of the various gypsy
dialects: Their abundance, their adoption of a number of
foreign words, and their general similarity to Indian Sanskrit.
Merimee closes the novel with this quotation: "En retudi panda
nasisi abelq machat En close bouche, n'entre point mouche."
Merimee sets his story in Spain in 1830. The story
has as its initial locale that of Andalusia, but the author
makes full use of the knowledge of those cities bordering the
Guadalquivir River. We travel to Montilla, Cordoba, Seville,
and Granada in the author's effort to place the characters
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in a locale where their actions are more in keeping with
their basic natures or with the occupations that they are
bound "by custom or circumstances to follow.
The language of this story is almost elegant in its
poetic simplicity. With the exception of the names of literary
works and specific geographical sites, one could be deceived
into believing that this author is not a scholar, historian,
and archaeologist. However, the mastery with which Merimee
injects local color into this story soon clears up any doubt
as to his qualifications. The use of local color in Carmen
is abundant. By focusing his attention on the idioms, the
proverbs, and those words designating occupations or customs,
the author presents a realistic and authentic tableau of the
region, its inhabitants, and their mores. Is it possible
that we will accept less than this story's credibility when
we hear the characters relate the action in their own
language? We become acquainted with Spanish, Basque, and
Romany. Carmen, as the virtuoso of linguistics, inserts a
Spanish word or a Romany proverb to remind as of her experiences
and way of living. Ullmann says of the local color of Carment
Local color in Carmen is technically interesting
because of its extraordinary complexity. It has three
distinct layers: Spanish, Basque, and Romany. The
three are intermingled in the story, and each of them
is applied with gusto and with a lavish display of
colorful detail. To elucidate all these diverse lin
guistic elements, the author had to give a number
of explanations which he accomodated in the text
itself, in the notes, and in a special appendix on
the Romany language.i
, oi>. jcit., p. 53*
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Ullmann goes on to point out the significance of each of these
three elements as he relates them to the over-all view of the
story,
Mlrimee delights in picturesque proverbs and
idiomatic locutions typical of Spanish mentality.
Some of the most striking ones occur in the speech of
Carmen herself, which not only abounds in local color,
but is carefully contrived to reflect her temperament
and the working of her mind...MeTimle was also struck
by another trait of the Spanish language: its rich
ness in diminutives...The same meticulous accuracy in
the observation of details is evident in the use of
Spanish words for local types, objects, institutions,
human types, aid occupations.1
"Oeil de bohemien, oeil de loup, c'est un dicton espagnol qui
denote une bonne observation" relates the look which Carmen
had for the narrator. Here we see one example of a proverb
used to aid the author in his physical description of the
principal character. Of the Spanish diminutives, three are
Carmencita, Joseito, and Juanito. Such words as gitana,
picador, sierra, presidio, correigdor are also included.
To show both Jose and Carmen in conflict with the
society of which they are a part, the Basque element is intro
duced. Jose provides the revelation of the language as a
difficult one by saying: "II h«y en a pas un qui puisse
seulement apprendre a dire bai, jaona" (oui, Monsieur). How-
even?, Carmen knows this language as if it is her own.2
* 4.P Jomany element in Carmen is the most exotic
of the three layers. Though less substantial than the
bpanish one, it is more striking because of its strange-
le4h\JnZeJlg*™' " shows the sch°larly thoroughnesi
with which Merimee approached the problem of local




in great profusion, with the Romany wording given in
the notes...A second group of Romany words denote
certain features of their life and organization:
fortune-telling (la baji), charms ("bar lachi), gypsy
dances (la romalis). In Carmen's speech, two Romany
words are sometimes combined to heighten the effect:
Tu es mon rom. je suis ta romi.l
By including the languages of the locale and characters,
Me'rime'e is able to present them to us in an aura of reality,
making them both worthy of consideration and respect.
Merimee's use of imagery does not extend to a prolific
use of mythological gods and goddesses or to ancient places.
The lack of this sort of imagery does not make the story less
vivid, for with the numerous proverbs which are spoken, we
are able to relate the characters to their actions very well.
Both Carmen and Jose use proverbs to justify their own actions
or each others' actions. Some interesting examples are:
1) Carmen's encouraging Jose' to follow her to obtain some
food: "Chien qui chemine ne meurt pas de famine." 2) Carmen's
understanding of the differences of culture between her and
Jose: "Chien et loup ne font pas longtemps bon manage."
3) Carmen's reference to herself as a devil: MJe suis
habille de laine, mais je ne suis pas motaton.11 h) Carmen's
reference to the physical pleasure which she and Jose have
shared despite his interpretation of her character: "Gale
avec plaisir ne dlmange pas." 5) Josh's interpretation of
the happy days they had shared before the deluge of Carmen's
lovers: "Jamais 1'orage n'est si pres dans nos montagnes que
1Ibid.? p. 58.
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lorsque le soleil est le plus brillant."
The author uses three Biblical references to make
comparisons! In describing Carmen's beauty, he has the narrator
say, "Je crois que vous etes du pays de Jesus, a deux pas du
paradis." Of the city of Gibraltar, the narrator says,
"C'est la tour de Babel," In view of the author's professed
atheism, it is not surprising when he has Jose' ask a hermit
to pray for a soul "qui va peut-etre devant son createur?"
In two cases, similes are used to strengthen the
vividness of the action or characters! The comparison of
Josef's face to "le Satan de Milton", and the women bathers of
the Gualdalquivir to "Diane et ses nymphes au bain, sans avoir
le sort d'Acteom." In one instance, the author uses a color
to describe an argument between Jos/ and Carmen! "Nous eumes
une verte explication." The color is symbolic of the intenstiy
with which these lovers argued. Although the author gives
descriptions in a clear-cut manner, they are not lengthy. It
is difficult to consider how the murder of "le Borgne" could
have been described by Jose in a more vivid manner:
"II se langa sur moi comrae un trait; je tournai
sur le pied gauche et il ne trouva plus rien devant
lui; mais je 1'atteign^s a la gorge, et le couteau entra
si avant, que ma main etait sous son menton. Je
retournai la lame si fort qu'elle se cassa. C'etait
fini. La lame sortit de la plaie lancee par un
bouillon de sang gros comme le bras."i
As to the style and theme of the story, reference must
be made to the original anecdote. The theme is the murder
iProsper Merime'e, Carmen (Bnglecliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 196?), p. 72.
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of a young woman by her lover. However, the genius of
Merime'e dictated that something more evolve from the story..
To obtain his goal, he placed the body of the main theme
between a research account on archaeology and an account on
gypsy culture and language. From a hasty reading of the
story, it would seem that there is very little correlation
between the first three chapters and the fourth. The endings
of the first two chapters are somewhat climatic in their
own right, but do lead to the final climax at the end of
chapter three. In any case, the author connects the chapters
by insisting on. the revelation of a story which has been
told to him. The information included in chapter four on
the gypsies tends to be boring after one has read the preceding
information, but recognizing that Carmen is a gypsy does help
one to establish the relationship. The author has skillfully
placed himself in the story, but not to condemn or moralize
on the actions of his characters. He simply repeats what he
has witnessed or heard. The only hint he offers at moralizing
is perhaps suggested in the final proverb:..."En close bouche,
n'entre point mouche." Even here, there may be a question
left in our minds, for the author gives no particular part
of the story to which this proverb may be vfebaqh&jg). It is
simply up to the reader to accept or reject the information
given and to applaud or condemn the actions of the characters.
The plot of Carmen does not tend to follow the develop
ment found in usual stories of this length. The author does
build his minor details around the significant detail leading
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up to Carmen's murder, but by including such details as the
information on archaeology, the tanning industry of Cordoba,
and the habits of bandits, we are sometimes at a loss in
identifying the details needed to establish the plot
development. Within each chapter are the elements necessary
to provide several secondary climaxes. It is almost as if
we give a sigh of relief when at last we reach the final
climax of the story which results in Carmen's death. By this
time, however, we have anticipated the final ending so many
times that we are left aghast when the author ventures into
his digression on the gypsies.
Stripped of excess baggage, Carmeja proceeds from
one emotional crisis to another, as Bizet noted. But
the published narrative contains a long semi-humorous
introduction about a search for the true site of Munda.
The asides and personal comments indicate a tale written
for a special audience privy to the author's life and
mind-set...Me'rimee poked fun at the Spanish army,
delicately referred the reader to BrantSme for a
Spaniard's idea of beauty, discoursed on bedbugs in
country inns, and described women bathing in the
river. He expected to enjoy his own story, even at
the expense of the reader.1
The two major characters in Carmen are Jose and Carmen.
There are the narrator, "le Dancaire", and "le Borgne" whose
importance in the action must be noted.
"Le Dancaire" and "le Borgne" both symbolize general
gypsy types. The former is a man of fifty, seemingly
somewhat gentle in his actions toward others. To the troup
1George, O£. cit., p. 130.
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of gypsy smugglers, he serves as leader, and seems more
interested in accomplishing his missions, than in killing
for its sake alone, "le Borgne" is exactly the opposite.
Depicted by Jose as "le plus vilain monstre que la Boheme ait
nourri: noir de peau et plus noir d'aine, c'ltait le plus franc
scelerat que j'aie rencontre dans ma vie."l It would seem
that his physical appearance provides the key to his soul.
Feeling no qualms about shooting a wounded fellow bandit in
the face, he accepts life in all its stark reality. Self-
preservation serves to mould his outlook on life, and
illustrates with intensity the working mind of the primitive
type.
The presence of the narrator in the story permits the
author to advance the plot and character development. It
also allows him to verify the authenticity of the story, for
he relates it to us as a first hand experience. Me'rWe is
careful to keep himself outside of the main action which the
characters present, and yet, he permits us to share with him
the knowledge of all of their experiences.
Jose impresses us by his sincere love for Carmen. How
ever, one's appreciation of his sincerity may fail to gain
any approval of his reasons for killing her. He begins his
life, not as a primitive type, but as a man, who is of good
family background? ©ducated, and destined to the church.
The narrator only gives us the following of Jose's physical
Irimee, o]d. c_it., p. 61.
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description;
C'e'tait un ;jeune gaillard, de taille moyenne, mais
d'apparence robuste.au regard sombre et fier. Son
teint? qui avait pu etre beau, etait devenu, par
1'action du soleil, plus fonce que ses cheveux.l
The description is both precise and concise, and in itself
enables us to ascertain something of the man. Aclimated to
an outdoor life, he is physically strong. He is a man
capable of great contemplation, and seems introverted. Jose'
serves to illustrate for us the individual led hopelessly,
even sometimes unwillingly, by a love which is larger than
he. For him, there is no escape, no desire to ever leave
Carmen, although his hope is that she will become the woman
he wants her to be. Out of the inner turmoil which Jose"'pro
fesses before he kills Carmen, one wonders not at the idea
of the cruel act itself, but at the matter-of-factness with
which he contemplates the act. His pleas "Love me, Carmen,
or I'll have to kill you11 takes on a psychological overtone.
Here, an intelligent, adult man refuses to have his love
rejected; refuses to permit Carmen to love another. But, out
of this apparent infantile display of emotions emerges the
attitude of a man wrought with indecision, humbleness, and a
final loss of patience and courage. In comparison to Carmen,
Jose is a weakling, even though it is he who lives to tell
the experience. Life, love, the world have little meaning
for him after Carmen is gone. He does not fear the fate
which awaits him, nor does he blame Carmen for her determi
nation to live a life of which he does not approve. This is
- 3.
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indicated by his last words: "Pauvre enfantl Ce sont les
Gales qui sont coupables pour I1 avoir e'levee ainsi."
Carmen is introduced in the story only on page twenty
and is present in the action no further than page eighty
four where she is murdered. Hovrever, almost every action
committed by Jose and by the other characters is dominated
by her strong will and personality. The author chooses not
to establish beforehand any indication of the relationship
which exists between Carmen and Jose. In this manner, we
are lead to anticipate something of a personal intrigue for
the narrator when we hear of his first mention of Carmen,
Much can be learned from this meeting between Carmen and the
narrator.
Carmen appears from the outset in a role opposite that
of the shy, retiring female. By wearing a bouquet of jasmin
in her hair she is assured that she will attract the attention
of those who pass. We may be certain that her general
demeanor on meeting the narrator is not one especially
geared toward the approval of women. Although there is ample
room on the wharf for her to sit at any distance from the
narrator, she chooses to sit near him. In a bewitching manner,
she slips her mantilla from her head to her shoulders and
concentrates on being spoken to. The narrator, enchanted by
her beauty and demeanor finds that conversation is no great
obstacle. When he throws his cigar away, Carmen tells the
narrator that the odor of tobacco pleases her, and that she
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even siaokes. This self-revelation means that the narrator,
as a gentleman, has to offer her one of his cigarettes. As
they smoke, they talk. The author is very much aware of
Carmen's beauty during the entire period which they spend to
gether.
Elle etait simplement, peut-Stre pauvrement vetue,
tout en noir, comme la plupart des grisettes dans la
soire'e...Je vis qu'elle Itait^petite, jeune, bien
faite, et qu'elle avait de tres grands yeux.±
It would seem that from the narrator's description, Carmen's
mode of dress leaves something to be desired, and yet, on
her, the uniform of the working girls of Cordoba appears
seductive. When the narrator invites Carmen to eat ice cream
with him, her momentary hesitation before accepting indicates
perhaps her desire to stir his further interest in her.
Carmen, in the same vein of most women, shows her desire for
the beautiful and unusual when she sees the narrator's watch.
She is astonished to see a watch with a bell that rings. It
is doubtful that an ordinary, worthless watch would have
produced this interest.
The evidence of Carmen's self-pride at being a gypsy
and indubitable enjoyment of a reputation is indicated when
the narrator speaks of what he thinks is her native land.
"Aliens, allonsl vous voyez bien que je suis bohemienne;
voulez-vous que je vous dise la baji? Avez-vous entendu parler




As the narrator and Carmen continue, he concludes that
she is not pure of race, but finds that this has nothing to
do with the haunting impression of her eyes. They are fierce
yet seductive.
Ses yeux surtout avaient une expression ^ la
fois voluptueuse et farouche que je n'ai trouvee
depuis a aucun regard humain...Si vous n'avez pas le
temps d'aller au Jardin des^lantes pour etudier
le regard d'un loup, considerez votre chat quand
il guette un moineau.l
Since the narrator decides to have his fortune told,
he escorts her to her home. Here, we ape able to note a
change in Carmen's demeanor. Previously, she appeared
inquisitive, happy, and carefree. She now becomes business
like and pensive as she prepares to tell the narrator's fortune.
Our first indication of Carmen's refusal to be domi
nated and her possession of a fiery temper comes with her ar
gument with Jose' in the presence of the narrator. Although
Josh's anger makes him try to frighten Carmen into realizing
the gravity of the situation, she maintains an air of
nonchalance and unconcern. When greatly a&gered, Carmen
displays for the first time a characteristic which is to
follow her to the precipice of her grave. She stamps her feet
like a child who is a "spoiled brat1/
When the narrator returns to the inn, we suspect that
Carmen must add the adjective thief to her other characteris
tics. However, the author is clever to conceal Carmen's
theft at this point. It is only when Jose later relates his
.T p. 2h.
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experiences with Carmen that we can really be certain of our
previous suspicions.
In Josef's first meeting with Carmen, she shows herself
to be haughty and arrogant. She does not consider the fact
that Jose is a soldier to be of primary importance. She
knows that she is attractive, and wonders at Jose's lack of
interest when she passes by. In an effort to gain his
attention, she taunts him, flirts with him, and finally as
her supreme effort, -throws a flower to him.
Carmen is depicted as cruel in the scene in the cigar
factory. It is difficult, however, to judge the extent of
her cruelty. In this scene, she has as her rival a woman
who attempts to retort to Carmen's sarcasm. This fact, in
itself, seems to equate the conduct of both women and we
conclude our judgment of Carmen's action not so much from
the fact that she started the argument as from the fact that
it was continued by her fellow worker.
Between the period of her arrest and subsequent escape,
we see Carmen at her most cunning. She is shrewd as she plays
on Jose's weaknesses. She knows that he too is a foreigner
who suffers like herself from the petty prejudices of the
native population and yearns to communicate with someone in
his native language. She cleverly exploits this situation.
In their first meeting, Carmen was haughty and arrogant with
Jose. Once she becomes his prisoner, her mien becomes docile
and humble. She even identifies herself as being from Jose's
native land. Jose7 believes that this final deceit is Carmen's
dominant characteristic and the basis for his submission to her.
Elle mentait, Monsieur, elle a toujours menti. Je ne
sais pas si dans sa vie cette fille-la a jamais dit
un mot de verite; mais quand elle parlait, je la
croyais: c'e'tait plus fort que moi. Bile estropriat
le basque, et je la crus Navarraise; ses y@ax seuls
et sa bouche et son teint la disaient bohemienne.
J'etais fou, je ne faisais plus attention a rien,.
Je pensais que, si des Espagnols s'etaient avises de
mal parler de pays, je leur aurais coupe la figure
tout comme elle venait de faire a sa camarad^e. Bref,
j'etais comme un homme ivref je commengais a dire des
b^tises, j'ltais tout pres d'enfaire.l
Carmen is not ungrateful for Jose's aid, and when he
is later imprisoned, she sends him the file to aid him in
escaping. During this time, we are again able to note Carmen's
fear of submission. This time we hear the words spoken by
Jose himself: "Pour les gens de sa race, la liberte' est tout,
et ils mettraient le feu a une ville pour s'epargner un jour
de prison."^
Carmen's conduct in the society in which we find her
is amoral. She places no Values of good or evil on what she
does. As a leader of her troupe of gypsies, she acts primarily
in a capacity of spy. This includes serving as a look out
during smuggling activities, locating cities where smuggled
goods could be sold, and informing the group of individuals
who could be robbed and, if necessary, murdered. Carmen's
relationship with men further indicates the lack of a basis
for judging her conduct. Jose describes the scene which took
place when he and Carmen were alone for the first time:
., p. *fO.
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Moi, j'ltais au milieu de la chambre, charge de
toutes ses emplettes, ne sachant ou les poser. Elle
jeta tout par terre, et me sauta au cou en me disant:
"Je paye mes dettes, je paye mes dettes! C'est la
loi des CalesI...Nous passames ensemble toute la
journe'e, mangeant, buvant et le reste...!
Carmen thinks nothing of using her body to repay her debt to
Jose'. For her, love seems related to the physical contact
between the two sexes. But even more than this conception
of her love, is her idea that this physical intimacy must be,
on the woman's part, gratis. She continues to insist that
her relationship with all of the men except "le Borgne" is
business. Indicative of this is Carmen's remark when Jose7
makes his jealousy evident: "Ah tu est jaloux", repondait-
elle. "Tant pis pour toi. Comment est-tu assez bete pour
cela? Ne vois-tu pas que je t'aime, puisque je ne t'ai
jamais demande d'argent?"2 She seems to have no requirements
concerning the looks the men must possess, for while Jose is
handsome, "le Borgne" is not.
In her own way, Carmen is faithful to and protective
of those whom she cares for. When Jose is wounded, she con
siders it her duty to nurse him back to health. During Jose"s
period of convalescence, Carmen is both kind and attentive as
she combines the qualities of friend and mother. At times,
we see Carmen's conduct as wild or animated. It seems that
she is happiest in moments such as these.
llbid ~ p. h8. " — -
2., p. 57.
Carmen is level headed, even during what would seem
to be moments of tension. When she sees Jose in the street
below her balcony, she invites him up to join her and her
guest. She jokes with him in Basque, and in this language
she discusses her plan to rob the English man.
We cannot overlook the fact that Carmen is a primitive
type. She is a product of the culture and society of the
gypsies. Though primitive, she is far from being naive about
her background or her own personality. She warns Jose at
the beginning of their relationship that if he insists on
loving her, she will be the reason for his death. She is
content to love him only as long as he permits her freedom,
and feels no sympathy for him when she speaks of her love for
other men. She is critical of his ideas of the necessity
for obeying rules, and of his love which binds her so tightly
Carmen, in fact, is not a victim of society, even though she
is Josl's victim. As Jose' begs her to change before he kills
her, she tells him:
"Jos!", repondit-elle, "tu me demandes l'impossible.
Je ne t'aime plus; toi, tu m'aimes encore, et c'est
pour cela que tu veu:r me tuer. Je pourrai bien encore
te faire quelque mensonge; mais je ne veux pas m'en
donner la peine. Tout est fini entre nous. Comme
mon rom, tu as le droit de tuer ta romi; mais Carmen
sera toujours libre. Calli elle est ne'e, caJLli
elle mourra.l
Even at the point of being killed, Carmen is calm and
matter-of-fact. She finds it hard to consider the kind of
life that Jose wants for her. Carmen cannot be bound to one
man or limited to one locale. There is perhaps but one
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indication which justifies Carmen's belief in some power
greater than herself. For her,destiny has decreed both her
call to living life and facing death.
ai toujours pense que tu me tuerais. La
premiere fois que je t'ai vu, je venais de rencontrer
un pr&tre § la porte de ma maison. Et cette nuit, en
sortant de Cardoue, n'as-tu rien vu? Un lievre a
traverse* le chemin entre le pieds de ton cheval.
C'est Icrit.l
As Carmen relinquishes her place on earth to another,
she refuses to accept Jose as her saviour. She can do no less,
for in her opinion she has no need of redemption. Having
lived life to its fullest, it is as if she wants her chance
to wrestle with Death.
Before we leave our study of Carmen., it is necessary
that we make note of its comparison to another classic literary
work.
As Saint-Beuve noted, Carmen has more than a
casual similarity to Man on Lescjiut. In both, the
sorrowing lover blurts out his tale of woe to an
observer. Manon and Carmen are interpreted cnly as
they affect the hero; they are subjective creations
of minds under great emotional stress. Both women
have strong personalities that let them dominate
plots which concern the degradation of two essen
tially decent men destined for the priesthood.
Jose and Des Grieux have their dilemmas solved by
death, and bury their mistresses in lovely graves
dug by their s^rords. The girls are fickle, a
quality that lends movement and drama to the plots,
but for the men, love comes at first sight and life
pushes them to become what they least wish. The^f
are led helplessly by emotions that reason cannot
control, and seem weak and vacillating.2
., P. 80.
2George, jpjo. cit., p. 129.
This analysis of Carmen indicates that she was an
unusual woman who dominated the actions and thoughts of those
who came in contact with her. One might believe that she is
the most forceful character that Merimee created. She has,
however, a rival for this position Colomba, who will be
presented in the following chapter.
CHAPTER THREE
THE EXTRAORDINARY WOMAN OF COLOMBA
In 1839, Merimee made a voyage to Corsica on an archaeo
logical mission. Not only was he able to obtain invaluable
information on the ancient monuments of the island, but also
was able to gain first hand knowledge of the locale of his earlier
published Mateo Falcone. On the boat on which Merimee traveled
was a corsican, Simon carabelli, who was a former soldier in the
English army. The trip to Corsica permitted these two men to
become friends, and when they disembarked at Ajaccio, Merimee
was persuaded to spend some time with Simon's family, it is in
this intimate setting that Merimee learned the legend which serves
as the basis for Colomba.
Since 183^, a major conflict had been waged between two
families which threatened the division and annihilation of the
entire town of Fozzano. Simon's sister, Colomba Bartoli, had
seen her only son and two of her nephews killed while trying to
defend a relative who had molested the daughter of another family
in their native village. The following account is given of the
reaction that this woman had when she saw the father of the
opposing faction bring his dead sons back to town after they
were ambushed by her son, Francois-Antoine Bartoli.
Slle eclata d'une o'oie sauvage et hurla: "Es-tu content?
On t'a fait de la viande fralche a Tochinellar..." L'homme
a repondu: "Ne te rejouis pas trop t8t. Le civet,
pourrait te donner une indigestion! Les miens sont
morts en braves et moi, leur pire, je les r@mene a la
maison ou ils sont nls. Le tien est rests' dans les
champs et mes chiens llchent sa charogne!..." La
mere resta figee sur place. Puis, elle de'noua ses
cheveux, laboura son visage avec ses ongles et
poussa des hurlements de bite blessee...1
The efforts made by colomba Bartoli to involve her brothers,
Simon, Ignace, and je'roW, in the revenge of her son's death were
continuous. But her three brothers had spent a considerable
length of time away from Corsica, and considered the vendetta a
savage act. With the help of the local prefect, a settlement of
the feud was reached. It is probable that while in the Bartoli
home, Merime'e fell in love with Colomba*s daughter, Catherine,
whom he depicts as:
...herofne aussi, mais de vingt ans. belles comme
les amours avec des cheveux qui tombent a terre, trente-
deux perles dans la bouche, des levres^ de tonnerre de
Dieu, cinq pJLeds trois, pouces, et qui a l'eige de seize
ans, a donne une raclee des plus soignees "a un ouvrier
de la faction opposed.
After he left Fozzano, Me'rime'e spent some time in Sartene, There,
he learned of another vendetta in which Jero^ne de Rocca-Serra
killed two enemies although wounded in the left arm,3
Le ler juillet lo%0, La Revue des Deux Mondes
publiait colomba. Pour ses lecteurs, Me"rimee avait
fait une amalgame de tous les souvenirs de son
rlcent voyage en corse, Fozzano Itait devenu
Pietranera, Colomba avait^pris les traits de sa
fille, Catherine, et le heros du roman- Ors• Anton1,
amoureux d*une jeune toglaise rencontrje sur le
bateau, se de'barrassait de ses enemis a la facon de
Jerome Rocca-Serra.^
%enri Poydenot, "Colomba, ou les Metamorphoses d'un
sujet de roman," Revue des Deux Mondes (1 juillet 1966), pp. 90-91.
2pierre Jourda, ed., Colomba de Mdrim^e (Paris: Droz,
P. xv. ■"
^Poydenot, op_, cit.T p, 9^«
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Merimee chose for the basis of Colomba the actual know
ledge of the similar vendetta in Corsica. The story is composed
of twenty-one chapters, its theme is the vengeance of the death
of Colonel Delia Rebbia, father of colomba and Orso. its sub-
theme is Orso's inner conflict as he tries to rid himself of
ideas of this vengeance which will inevitably conflict with his
love for Miss lydia, a young Englishwoman.
In the year 1819, Sir Thomas Itfevil and his daughter prepare
to travel to Corsica for two reasons: 1) A friend of the colonel's
has spoken of the abundance of good hunting ground available there
and of the savage vendetta of the people of the region, and, 2)
Miss Iydia is bored in Italy. They hire a small boat to make
their trip, and reluctantly agree to permit a young relative
of the boatsman to travel with them. Both Sir Thomas and Miss
Xydia are surprised and impressed by the appearance and demeanor
of the relative, Orso Delia Rebbia. The Colonel learns that he
has faced Orso's gallant father in combat at Waterloo. He is
sympathetic when he learns of the death of Orso's father, for he
had hoped to meet him . After everyone has retired for the
night, Miss Iydia hears the boatsman singing what she later
learns is a ballata. on inquiring about its meaning, she learns
that it was written at the time of the assasination of Orso's
father, and that everyone In his home town expects him to return
to avenge his father's death.
For the duration of the trip, Orso and Miss I^rdia spend
a great deal of time together and talk at length of the savage
customs of his native land. The boat arrives at Ajaccio where
Orso remains to hunt with the colonel and spend some time with
Miss Lydia.
After several days at Ajaccio, Orso's sister Colomba
arrives to accompany him to their village of Pietranera. colomba
is asked to remain for the night. The Nevils learn during this
time of Colomba»s naivete" as concerns the culture of the world
outside her own, of her gift as a voceratrice(composer of im
promptu ballads sung over the dead), and of her determination to
have Orso avenge their father's death. In Chapter VI, the author
relates the history of the disagreement between the Delia Rebbias
and the Barricinis. The dispute, progressing from that of the
ancestors of the Sixteenth Century, reaches its climax in the
death of colonel Delia Rebbia over the rights of the location of
a mill. At the time when a bandit is accused of the murder,
Colomba refuses to accept his guilt, formally accuses the
Barracinis, and predicts the vengeance of her brother.
Orso decides to return as soon as possible to Pietranera.
Spending the last day with Miss Iydia, he talks of his desire to
remain outside of any attempt at avenging his father's death.
She encourages him to remain strong in his will, gives him an
Egyptian ring bearing the motto: "La vie est un combat", and
renextfs her promise to visit him before returning to England.
The Delia Rebbias leave and on the following day are nearing
Pietranera when they notice a number of armed men waiting at
the entrance to a gorge. Identifying these men as her own,
Colomba permits them to approach. All of these men greet
Orso in a very friendly way, and pledge him their support. Orso
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thanks them, but insists on his own ability to handle whatever
situations that arise. He and colomba ride into Pietranera alone.
The to\m square is deserted and the home of the Barricini is
barricaded.
At home, Orso gives some thought to the vague memory
he possesses of his father's stern disciplinary tactics. As he
prepares to go to bed, a child named chilina enters and is given
food and gunpowder for her uncle, a corsican bandit hidden in
the maquis. The next day, Orso is reminded in various ways that
his father's death must be avenged, but he does not commit himself
to this task. After several more days, colomba leads Orso to his
father's grave, where he bursts into tears. Once they have return
ed home, she presents her father's blood stained shirt and the
bullets that killed him. After this, Orso's inner turmoil is so
great that he leaves the house without colomba*s knoiirledge and
takes a walk in the maWis. On his return home, Orso meets
Chilina, her uncle, and another bandit, and learns of their
reasons for being in the maquis. when Orso returns home, he
learns of the invitation which colomba has received to improvise
a ballata for a dead neighbor's family. Orso permits her to
accept the invitation and is persuaded to attend with her. The
ballata which Colomba improvises is wrought with emotion as
she begins to sing of her oira dead father. The Barracinis soon
leave with the visiting prefect, and Orso takes his sister home*
In a short while the prefect visits the Uella Rebbias to bring
news of the Eevlls and to caution Orso that the intimidation
of the Barracini will not be tolerated. Although the prefect
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names a bandit guilty of forging the letter that led to Colonel
Delia Rebbia's death, Colomba refuses to believe him. The follow
ing morning, colomba cleverly getsthe prefect to visit her home.
He brings with him the Barricinis. colomba produces a letter
which clears the alledged letterwriter, and as the Barricinis
grow defensive, Orso begins to suspect foul play. The appearance
of the bandits makes everyone except colomba nervous. At their
turns, both the Delia Rebbias and the Barricini insult each other
and finally Orso slaps Orlanduccio Barricini. The conflict is
pursued no further at this point, but Orso later sends a letter
to Orlanduccio which gives the time and date for their duel. The
father of the Barricinis refused to acknowledge the necessity of
the duel, and sends the letter to the public prosecutor.
Colomba receives a letter from Miss lydia telling of
their emminent arrival. Since Orso appears very concerned for
the Nevil»s welfare, Colomba suggests that he meet them at a
friend's house where they are to spend the night, tell them of
the conditions existing in Pietranera, and let them take their
chances on coming to visit. When Orso goes to bed, colomba
sneaks out and slits the ear of the horse which he is to ride on
the next day. The following morning, Orso learns of the treachery,
but remains firm in his conviction to let the law handle the
Barricinis. On colomba's insistence, Orso permits several men
to accompany him to meet the Nevils. However, when one of these
men shoots a pig belonging to lawyer Barricini, Orso disbands
the entire group.
Is he makes his way through the maquis. Orso is warned
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by Chillna that Orlanduccio is planning an ambush. Orso
rides on, and though he is fired upon and wounded in his left
arm, he manages to kill both Barricinis with two shots. The
bandit Brandolaccio guides Orso and chilina to the Stazzona
marquis. During this time, Miss Lydia and her father arrive
in Pietranera, and each expresses concern that they have missed
Orso. To lift colomba's spirits, the Colonel says that Orso must;
have been hunting, for he heard four shots on the road; two fired
from the gun which he had given to the Delia Rebbias. Chilina
brings word that Orso is alive, and colomba's spirits soar. When
old Barricini sees his dead sons, some of his friends throw
rocks and shoot in Colomba's house. She flings open the door
and reproaches them openly, but the deputy-mayor and the gen
darmes manage to keep a relative degree of peace.
On the following morning, Miss Tfevil receives a letter
from Orso in which he voices his despair and regret that their
love will not be permitted to endure. The prefect arrives to
learn from the reliable Nevils that four shots had been fired in
the maquis and than Orso fired the last two with the colonel's
gun. The colonel leaves for the autopsy, and the two women decide
to take a walk. With colomba's careful planning, they end up
in the maquis. There a declaration of love between Miss lydia
and Orso is made, but in a short time soldiers approach. With
the help of a stray horse, Brandolaccio and Orso are able to escape,
but Miss lydia and colomba are led back into town by the
authorities.
Orso is cleared of the murder once it is ascertained
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that he fired in self-defense. He and Colomba leave Corsica.
Several months later, Orso and Miss Iydia are married, when we
meet them again, it is in Pisa. The story draws to an end when
Colomba encounters old Barricini who is living with a relative
in this city. He confirms his son's guilt and his own in the
the death of colomba»s father, and colomba spares no mercy as she
relentlessly taunts him. As she leaves him, she chants a portion
of the ballata which was written on the occasion of her father's
assassination: rrIl me faut la main qui a tire'', l'oeil qui a
vise', le coeur qui a pense."1
Colomba has as its main setting the village of Pietranera
on the island of Corsica. The action passes in the year 1819.
Although the author included the cities of Marseille in France
and Pisa in Italy, his main interest here serves to focus on basic
differences in the cultures of these three settings. Of primary
concern in the setting of this story is the importance given to
the maquis. on this island, the maquis offer certain protection
to a criminal, perhaps the Importance which colomba and the
bandits gave to the maquis can be no better described than in
this passage from Mateo Falcone:
Si vous avez tue un homme, allez dans le maquis de
Porto-Vecchio, et vous y vivrez en surete, avec un bon
fusil, de la poudre et des balles; n'ouoliez pas un man-
teau brun garni d'un capuchon, qui sert de couverture
et de matelas. Les bergers vous donnent du lait. du
fromage et des chataignes, et vous n'aurez rien a
craindre de la justice ou des parents du mort, si ce
n'est quand il vous faudra descendre a. la ville pour y
n«ri n Prosper Merime'e, colomba (Pariss Garnier-Flammarion,
196m-), p. 102. '
renouveler vos munitions.^-
The author's use of local color in this story is signi
ficant. Not only does he paint admirably the Corsican custom
of the vendetta, but he paints it in conflict with the larger
world in which this small microcosm revolves. The use of words
unique to this country are used in an effort to portray realisti
cally his characters. As the "boatsraan explains the purpose of
the "ballata, or as Colomba chants one, the authenticity of such
an art form cannot be denied. Words such as "mezzaro", "vocera-
trice", "archere", "malemort", and "tintinajo" serve to make more
emphatic the author's explanations of these terras in French.
Merimee's introduction of Corsican, English, French, Italian,
and Latin as languages spoken by the characters does serve to
Illustrate his acquaintance with each of them, but more, to
unify the action of characters essentially from different back
grounds. It xirould seem that he has his characters express them
selves in such a way as to reflect the way of thinking essential
to their native cultures.
The poetic type of the imagery found in Colomba is for
the most part presented in a context of reality. Of course,
the author describes briefly the characters, the town of Pietra-
nera, the maquis, and Orso's inner turmoil, but he wastes no
time on useless descriptions that hamper his plot development.
Every paragraph is used to strike home the possibility of the
-LRichardf op. cit.? pp. 21-22,
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vendetta, in his manipulation of the action of his characters,
we are able to learn their personalities. Some interesting
examples of the precision of Merimee's use of imagery are to
be found in the following passages: 1) The author's comparison
of Colomba's beautiful, proud, and noble look: "Phidias, pour
sculpter sa Minerve, n'aurait pas desire'' un autre modele.11 2)
The description of the degree of enmity which existed between
the Delia Rebbias and the Barricinis: "II y avait du sang
entre les deux maisons." 3) Orso's knowledge of his sister's
shrewdness in leading him toward the vendetta: "Une fois qu'elle
m'aura conduit au bord du precipice, lorsque la tete me tournera,
elle me poussera dans l'ablme." h-) Colomba's air of surety as
she sings the ballata to the family of a dead neighbors "c'etait
la pythonisse sur son trepied^ and 5) Orso's initial decision
on avenging his father's death: "Ciceron, de'se'spere' de la mort
de sa fille Tullia oublia sa douleur en repassant dans son Gsprit
fcoutes les belles choses qu'il pourrait dire a ce sujet."
The author's style in colomba reflects his desire to
interpret those actions which principally lead to the climax
of the vendetta, and the subsequent denouement which follows.
"Such a tale could have been treated in the manner of Mateo
Falcone, but Merimee perferred the leisurely pace of the chronicle
form to indulge his taste for anecdote and the description of
the unusual."^ Me'rimee does not convtrg© with his characters,
but his presence is continously felt. At one point, he steps
George, op_. eitM p. 126.
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out of the shadows to relate the basis of the conflict which
exists beWeen the two families:
Kaintenant que tout dort, at la belle Colomba, et
le colonel et sa fille, je saisirai ce moment pour
instruire mon lecteur de certaines part,icularites
qu'il ne doit pas ignorer, s'il veut penetrer davan-
tage dans cette ve'ridique histoire.*
Ie spite of the author's presence on the sidelines, he in no
way attempts to comment or moralize on the actions of the
characters.
The plot of this story is logically developed, and if there
are digressions on the author's part, they are brief. Even
with the allowance of a brief digression, the impression which
the total story must transmit is never forgotten.
In portraying the psychology of his characters, Merimee
is at his best in Cplomba.. In an effort to distinguish the
traits which each displays, let us take a look at them indi
vidually: With the introduction of the bandits, Brandolaccio
and Gastriconi, we are able to see a comic element in the
story. These men represent all of those who have committed
crimes which relegated them to a life in the maquis. Theirs
is e relative life of ease since the people of the village
provide food and clothing, in return for favors. Neither of
these men is illiterate, and Castriconi is a scholar with a
thorough knowledge of Latin. The reason for each man's being
in the maquis is different, but their acceptance of the right
Merime'e, O£. cit. p. 58.
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to avenge themselves and their families is the same. They
have both accepted life's complexities for what they are, and
do their best to see that these complexities do not conflict
with their philosophies. They are not men who live true to
a bond of devotion, but for what they deem necessary will
shift their allegiance to the highest bidder. Perhaps a good
indication of the humor which is brought to the story through
the presence of the bandits is indicated in Brandolaccio's
attention to the gravity of the situation following the death
of the Barricinis. When Orso asks if Orlanduccio still lives,
Brandolaccio answers:
Oh. II s'en garderait ; il a trop de chagrin de la
balle que vous lui avez mise dans l'oeil. Sang de la
Mad one, quel trou! Bon fusil, ma foil Quel calibre1
9a vous ecarbouille une cervelle! Dites donc,Ors'
Anton, quand j'ai entendu d'abord pif! pifl je me
suis dit: Sacrebleul ils escofient mon lieutenant.
Puis j'entends bourn! bouml Ahl je dis, voila le
fusil anglais qui parle...l
There is one other element that appears in the total aspect
of the life of the bandits, and that is their belief in su
perstitions. When Brandolaccio praises his niece too much,
he is quick to call her a string of derogative names in order
to ward off a possible spell.
Chilina, the niece of Brandolaccio, serves to maintain
a bond between the society of the town of Pietranera and that
of the maquis. In a sense, her role in the story is similar
to that of the children portrayed in Racine's Athqlie. She
has the demeanor of an adult in a child's physical form.
1I£id., p. 109.
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Carrying the messages of those who desire it, she fails to
forget a single message, or to confuse the wording of any. If
one considers her background as a child knowledgeable of the
occurrences of her homeland,' perhaps it is easier to accept her
performance as a child.
The prefect is portrayed as an innocent bystander; a man
outside of the action who tries with all of his might to reconcile
the two factions. His, perhaps, is a typical foreigner's atti
tude toward the entire procedural form of the vendetta. He
deems it silly, and futile, but it is important to consider
Merimee's depiction of him as a firm and yet gentle man; a man
non-biased and sincere in his interest to clear the person
innocent of the crime.
The Barricinis'role in the story is necessary, but not
so much from the point of view of an evolution in the basic
characters of these men as in the relationship of an opposing
factor for the Delia Rebbias. All three Barricini men assume
a defensive attitude from the time they are introduced in the
story until they disappear from the action. They are relentlessly
driven by colomba to act in justification of her suspicions, and
they follow through. However, we know nothing of their veri
table guilt or innocence until old Barricini admits his guilt
in the final chapter. Quite a lot is indicated about Barricini
in that last chapter, for he shows himself a complete weakling
without the presence of his sons. It does not seem likely that
he really expected to have both of his sons live. As he sincerely
questions the Delia Rebbias1 reasons for the double death, one
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sees clearly that he does not understand why his family had to
pay double-fold. Even though we know his guilt, it is difficult
to determine whether the reader's sympathy will remain with him
or with Colomba.
Colonel Nevil and Miss Iydia represent the presence of
another set of alien customs in the story. The Colonel has no
strong personality of his own, but serves mostly to strengthen
the attitude of his daughter. He makes no attempt to understand
the customs of the places in which they visit, but expresses the
happiness of his daughter as his sole concern. A practical man,
hunting and fishing are his primary hobbies. Miss Ijrdia seems
to mature during the course of the story. At the outset she
appears as a spoiled brat and an intellectual snob. She questions
the savagery of the corsican manners, and thinks that her position
as a young woman in England's high society permits her condes
cension. When she encourages Orso to remain strongly opposed to
avenging his father's death, she says to him:
"E,coutez, Monsieur della Rebbia", dit Miss Wevil un
peu emue, "puisque vous &tes un enfant, je vous traite-
rai en enfant. Voyez-vous cette bague? C'est one
scarabee egyptien trouve, s'il vous plait, dans une
pyramide. Cette figure bizarre que vous prenez peut-
etre pour une bouteille, cela veut dire la vie humaine...
Celui-ci qui vient apres, c'est un bouclier avec un
bras tenant une lance, cela veut dire combat, bataille.
Done la reunion des deux caracteres forme cette devise,
que je trouve assez belle: Ja vie est un combat...
Quand vous aurez quelque mauvaise pensee corse, regardez
mon talisman et dites-vous quril faut sortlr vainqueur
de la bataille que nous nous livrent les mauvaises
passions. Mais, en ve'rite', je ne preche pas mal."l
1Ibid., P. 57
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Miss Iydia has no idea of the inner turmoil which is plaguing
Orso, nor of his sense of his duty despite his protestations in
the opposite direction. Her naivete' in relation to English
matters appears small, but in relation to those of Corsica, at
times she appears to be a simpleton. Several times, she gibes
Orso about his probable use of a knife or gun on her. m oppo
sition to colomba, she reflects a beauty no less appealing, but
her femininity all but prevents her from belonging to colomba's
sisterhood of women. Miss Iydia is overwhelmed by her love for
Orso, and accepts him and his family despite Colomba's quaint
cultural gap.
Orso is the hero of cplomba. in a sense, his character
portrayal follows different lines from that of his sister. A
superficial examination of his character could lead one to
believe that he is a deserter of his country's customs, a coward,
and a weakling. However, one cannot deny that the inner turmoil
which rages in his breast says that his country will always be
a part of him. He knows Colomba's plans to have her father's
death avenged at all costs, and if he were a true coward, he
would perhaps not have returned to Corsica, in spite of the
influence of living in foreign lands, he still grows angry enough
to act when provoked by one of the Barricinis. His experience
as a soldier and ability as an expert marksman help qualify his
acceptance of the challenge to avenge his father's death. If
he accepts the challenge unwillingly, there is no indication
that he regrets the death of the Barricinis. Orso accepts
Colomba«s advice when she proposes his liaison with Miss Iydla,
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tut even before this, he has made notable strides on his own
in this direction. Orso is not the weakling one would suppose,
but serves to counteract and balance the personality of Colomba.
Colomba is presented to us as a woman who, larger than
life, looms over the action of the story. When she makes her
appearance at the beginning of chapter Five, we have no idea of
the prominent role which she is later to play. However, if in
retrospect we realize the importance of the way she enters the
story, we know that at this point, we learn something of her
character. It is interesting to note that Miss Iydia is the first
to see colomba when she arrives in Ajaccio. We hear her described
by a woman and a foreigner.
La beaute reraarquable de la femme attira d'abord
1'attention de Miss Nevil. Elle paraissait avoir une
vingtaine d'arm^es. Elle e'tait grande, blanche, les
yeux bleu fonce, la bouche rose, les dents comme de
1'email. Dans son expression on lisait a la^fois l'orgueil,
1'inquietude, et la tristess«...Son costume etait
propre, raais de la plus grande simplicite.1
Colomba appears as a young, beautiful woman. Seemingly,
these characteristics alone would provide for her at least our
momentary attention. Merimee introduces her not as a woman aware
of her beauty or youth, but of her obligations and duties in
avenging her father's death. She rides into Ajaccio dressed in
the black which is considered so much a part of mourning. By her
side we do not see the awe-struck lover or the proud, protective
father. Her guide and companion is a wary corsican peasant who
is armed to the hilt. From this initial introduction, therefore,
we are able to see that colomba's purpose foi?: bein^iin Ajaccio is
one which Involves more than mere sight-seeing or ple^we-seeking.
1Tbid., p. 50.
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The greeting which Colomba gives her brother Orso is
sincere, frank, and simple: "Vous &tes," dit-elle d'une voix
Imue, "Orso Antonio della Rebbia? Moi, je suis CTolomba."^ There
is apparent here neither the tear-filled eyes nor the trembling
limbs so characteristically a sign of what one calls femininity.
We mast not be deceived into thinking that Colomba lacks the
necessary qualities of a feline creature, for after begging Orso
to forgive her coming without his permission, she speaks of the
consolation which this meeting brings her. Immediately, she
begins to evoke his sentiments of sympathy. This is her first
hint at what is to become her "idee fixe"; her idea to have her
father's death avenged. Orso knows that his father has been
dead for two years, but colomba re-emphasizes what this loss
has meant to those who knew and loved Colonel Delia Rebbia.
Colomba«s initial attitude toward the Nevils is one of
fear mingled with respect and admiration. This may be because of
the novelty of meeting strangers, but even with them, her attentions
are focused on the vendetta, when colomba accepts as a gift one
of Colonel Nevil's guns, it is not simply because the weapon is
of beautiful stock or because it will shoot well. She thinks;
of Orso's need of a good weapon when she asks if the guns belong
to him: "Je voudrais," dit Colomba, "que vous en eussiez un
semblable."2 Because of the fact that this meeting with strangers




the humbleness she displayed as she dined with the Hevils is
noteworthy. Here, she is not presented with the certainty of
manner evident in her initial appearance. In mimicing her
brotherfs manners at dinner, she is shown to be a highly in
telligent and capable person under stress. She wants very badly
not to be a cause of embarassment for her brother or to dis
please him. Though she says very little, Colomba is aware of
a great deal. She is not familier with Dante's poetry until
Orso reads some of it for Hiss Iydia, but something within her
recognizes its beauty and worth, colomba does not dismiss her
intentions to protect those she loves or excuse her un-ladylike
ability to handle a knife. She can only say to Hiss Nevil:
"Heureux les gens qui n'ont pas besoin de telles armes?*!
During the period of two years following the death of
her father, Colomba wrote to her brother of the local occurrences
in Pietranera. It is only when Orso speaks to Miss Iydia of
these letters that we learn of the certainty of the existence
of colomba's "ide'e fixe".
Si elle ne pensait pas a la vengeance, elle m'aurait
tout d'abord parle de notre pere; elle n'en a rien fait,
Elle aurait prononce le nom de ceux qu'elle regarde...
a tort, je le sais, comme ses meurtriers. Eh bien! Non,
pas un mot. C'est que, vpyez-vous, nous autres Corses,
nous sommes une race rusee...Rien, ajouta-t-il, n'a
pu convaincre Colomba. Elle a jure la mort des Barri-
cini; et...peut-ttre ne s,eraient-ils plus/le ce monde,
si, par un de ces pre'juges qu'excuse son, education
sauvage, elle ne se persuadait que 1'execution de la
vengeance m'appartient en ma qualite de chef de famille,




Although Colomba has intimated her desire for Orso's
vengeance, she has shown her capability for shrextfdness. It seems
she feels certain that with enough provocation, Orso will act.
With her many other qualities, colomba exhibits a spirit of kind
ness by having Orso present her dagger to Miss Iydia. Colomba had
carried this ancient relic for protection, but since she will now
be traveling with her brother, she is not sorry to give it up.
Noteworthy at this point is the interplay of a superstitious
element in Colomba's personality. Although she wants no pay or
praise for the gift, colomba deems it necessary to accept at
least a sou. This is because the giving of a sharp pointed gift
may lead to evil consequences.
The look of triumph in colomba's eyes as she and her
brother leave for Pietranera is indicative of our first glimpse
of her. It would seem that she is cognizant of her ability to
make Orso feel a need for the vendetta as much as she does. One
is mindful of the fact that colomba does not want her brother
killed even though she wants her father's death avenged. She
looks with pride at her brother as he talks with the Nevils or
with her, and she loves him. As she talks about a possible
marriage between Iydia Nevil and Orso, it is only with the
thought of bringing fortune and character together.
Earlier, we spoke of Colomba's apparent lack of
femininity. She knows her place is to serve her brother, to
protect him, to honor him, and to see that he is honored. She
has no qualms about seeing that this is done in any way necessary,
but in most cases, she wants her brother's pride to remain intact.
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When she secures the aid of a group of herdsmen to accompany
Orso into town, it is her desire to do her duty which prompts
her to say: "Mon frere, vous avez oublie votre pays. c!est a
moi qu'il appartient de vous garder lorsque votre imprudence
vous expose, J'ai du faire ce que j'ai fait."-*-
We see as the story evolves that colomba also considers
it her duty to see that Orso avenges their father's death. When
Orso refuses to bypass the town square and Mayor Barricin^s
house, colomba is overwrought with joy. She mistakenly thinks
that this is Orso's announcement of his part in the vendetta,
Colomba»s relationship with the outlaws is one of
sincere concern, but at the same time, one sees the forethought
which goes into her actions. If Orso is to avenge the family
honor, he cannot continue to walk the streets of Pietranera
once he has killed the Barricinis. colomba is merely paving the
way for Orsofs welcome into the maquis. With any good services
rendered to the outlaws, there is the anticipation of similar
services for her brother. Almost in the same breath, colomba
says the following things: 1) In defense of the outlaws: "Les
plus mechants de notre pays ne sont pas ceux qui sont 'a la
campagne; 2) In her firm desire to help the outlaws: "Mon
frere," dit colomba d'un ton grave, "vous etes le maltre ici,
...mais je donnerai mon mezzaro...plut6>t que de refuser de la
poudre a un bandit; 3) Her consideration of Brandolaccio's
crime: "Brandolaccio nfa point commis de crime," s'ecria
Colomba. "II a tue' Giovan Opizzo, qui avait assassin! son pere
pendant que lui etait a. l'armee;" h) In her concern for Orso's
1Ibid.t p. 80.
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future life in the maquis: "Surtout que ton oncle veille bien
sur Orso."^
In addition to being a talented composer of impromptu
songs, Colomba is a skilled housekeeper, cook, and seamstress.
But, one must note her ability to make bullets as well as she
makes a riding suit for Orso. colomba's manipulation of the
situations which she hopes will lead to the vengeance of her
father's death seems not to frustrate her. She makes bullets
for a gun that Orso feels he will not need; refers to herself as
an orphan, undesirable for marriage; carries Orso to visit their
father's grave; shows the bullets that killed her father and
his blood stained shirt to Orso. It seems that with each of
these occurrences, Colomba is surer of her success in provoking
Orso's Oorsican spirit.
There is an inner glow about Colomba that surfaces when
she acts as voceratrice, we see, at different times, both the
townspeople and the Nevils enthralled by her chants, it is her
ability to feel the meaning of her song that affects the people.
In spite of the primitive air about her, the ballata at the
dead neighbor's house touched all present. When the Barricinis
enter, it is Colomba who is moved to tears for the first time.
She first grows angry, then boastful, then dejected and pitiful,
Colomba displays her most superior attitude with the
Barricinis and the prefect. If she is condescending, it is
because she seems to be aware of both the cruelty and underhanded-
ness of the Barricinis and ignorance of the prefect. From these
——— —
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men, she will accept no efforts at reconciliation. It is only
with difficulty that one can justly consider her cruel in her
dealings with these men. More or less, it is that she is firm
in her conviction to do her duty in avenging her father's death.
In opposition to this attitude of firmness on Colomba's part,
appears one of the cruel, hardened sinner. Two very obvious
examples of colomba's irreligious behavior are when she lies
to the prefect to obtain a visit from him and when she cuts
the horse's ear to make Orso think that the Barricinis are
guilty. It is important that we remember that colomba is
religious in that she is familiar with the catholic ritual,
and because she prays to a spiritual being. But, she does not
attempt to relate religion to corsican customs. To practice
one's religion is one thing? to avenge oneself, another,
Colomba's most intense moment of worry about Orso comes
when he does not return home with the Nevils. She is not
simply concerned here for the death of the Barricinis, but for
the life of her brother. Her sentiments are never far from
Orso at this time. However, with the knowledge of the Barricinis1
death, she seems to feel herself invincible as she speaks to
the people who shoot into her house and throw rocks in it,
"Laches!" s'ecria-t-elle, "vous tirez sur des femmes,
sur^des etrangers! Etes-vous Corses? ^tes-vous hommes?
Miserable qui ne sayez qu'assassiner par derriere,
avancez! Je vous defie. Je suis seule; mon frere est
loin, Tuez-moi, tuez mes notes? cela est digne de vous.,.
Vous n'osez, itches que vous etes! Vous savez que nous
nous vengeons, Allez, allez pleurer comme des femmes,
et remerciez-nous de ne pas vous demander plus de sang,"1
Ibid., p
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Equally sincere in the declaration of freedom for old Barricini,
it is as if colomba herself now feels free to think of other
things: of helping Orso escape from the maquis, of seeing Orso
and Miss lydia married, and of marrying herself. When colomba
cleverly suggests a walk with Miss Lydia, she has in mind seeing
Orso and perhaps witnessing a declaration of love between him
and Miss lydia. She finds that she can accept Miss Lydia as
both a sister and a friend.
We finally see colomba dressed in the type of clothes
and hats worn by Miss lydia, and acting very feminine and lady
like. We begin to believe Colomba when she speaks of her savage
ways as past. The sight of old Barricini at once makes us aware
of the past and of its cruelties. When Barricini, now wretched
of body and broken of spirit, asks colomba why both of his
sons had to perish, she responds:
"II me les fallait tous les deux", lui dit Colomba
a voix basse et dans le dialecte corse. "Les rameaux
sont coupls, et si la souche n'etait pas pourrie, je
l'eusse arrachee. va, ne te plains pas; tu n'as pas
longtemps a souffrir. Moi, j'ai souffert deux ans."1
One's last impression of Colomba is that of the cruel,
unforgiving avenger. But, her conception of the dreadful act
of the Barricinis dictated forever her behavior toward them.
It is important that we remember that colomba is a primitive
type, uncultured and unspoiled. Recognizing only her responsi
bility as it relates to her immediate surroundings, she seems
driven by instinct to fulfill her obligations. Perhaps the
indication of the qualities of pride, worry, and sadness evident
1Ibid., p. 182.
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in Colombo's expression at one point in the story, are a key
to her dominant personality, in any case, she exhibits these
secondary qualities only as they relate to her determination
and perserverance in avenging her father's death.
golomba provides interesting and entertaining material
for consumption, but more than once jolts the reader as he
contemplates life's stark realities.
CHAPTER FOUR
CARMEN AND COLOMBA IN RETROSPECT
After having read of the two extraordinary women found
in Prosper Me'rimee's Carmen and Colomba? it is necessary to
look briefly at similarities and differences in the author's
treatment of setting, language, imagery, style, plot develop
ment, and minor characters. The treatment of similarities
and differences apparent in the principal characters shall "be
the major objective of this chapter.
The knowledge of Merimee's sources for these two
stories prompts at least a mention of them. It has been indi
cated that the author's idea for neither of these stories was
original. He was personally acquainted with the Corsican
known as "La Guerriere" who forms the basis for the heroine
of Colomba. Me'rime'e's lack of a personal acquaintance with
the woman who formed the basis for the third chapter of Carmen
does not seem to have greatly hampered her portrayal. However,
the inclusion of the first and fourth chapters perhaps indi
cates some groping on the author's part to portray this
anecdote with validity to the readers.
The differences in the author's choice of settings are
apparent. We are dealing with Spain and Corsica. But, we
must not ignore the relationship of the principal characters
portrayed to their primitive backgrounds. Despite the larger
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cultures of these countries, the author's love of the primi
tive type caused him to envelope both Carmen and Colomba in
a smaller setting 5 that of the primitive society. Within
this framework, both settings take on an immense importance.
If Merimee had written these stories from the inside of the
gypsy culture or from Pietranera's reaction to Colomba's
proposed vendetta, he would have immediately limited his abi
lity to manipulate the plot of both stories. The author is
able to relate customs unique to the culture of each
character, but even more, he is able to show the end products
of this culture in conflict with the larger culture or the
general setting, thus expanding the scope of his story.
The author's language in both stories is simple and
in keeping with the characters who are speaking. It would
seem at this point that the explanation of his choice of and
ability to use local color to its utmost possibilities has
been already exhausted. But, the importance of Merimee's use
of local color must be reiterated. Without the knowledge of
the customs involved in each story, it would be difficult for
the reader to establish the link necessary for the complete
realistic development of the characters. Both stories are
full of local color, but perhaps the brevity of C^rjaejQ makes
it seem much more abundant in this story. In both cases, the
languages of each region are multiple, thus enabling the
author to relate his characters'way of thinking and acting
to that of their native regions.
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Imagery as seen through Merimee's carmen and Colomba
is, in most cases, evoked through relatively simple examples.
In very few cases will we need to consult an outside reference
to understand the comparisons made. In cases where references are
made, the illusion is almost always so apparent that one can
ascertain the relationship from the context in which the
reference is made. This may seem to be an oversimplification
of a rare art in story writing, but with the reference to
Colomba's beauty? "Phidias, pour sculpter sa Minerve, n'aurait
pas de'sire" un autre modele," the reader is aware of a
unique beauty even if he knows nothing df the wisdom that is
intermingled: there. The same is true for the metaphor of
Carmen's beauty which states "Je crois que vous Stes du pays
de Jesus a deux pas du paradis." Even non-believers are
knowledgeable of Christ and the idea of his relation to the
brilliant celestial bodies. This illusion enables us to
almost equate carmen's beauty to that which is the epitome
of beauty. In general, the description in both stories is
limited to only those things necessary to evoke an image.
One description which is particularly impressive is that of
"le Borgne" which was quoted earlier.^- In this brief descrip
tion the author paints the mood of the combattants, their
fighting techniques, their weapons, and the morbid scene of
the death of the one who looses the battle. With a thousand
more words, would this scene be more vivid, more realistic
or more horrid? We do not have to limit our choice of
, p. 35.
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descriptive passages to this scene for they are all similar
in two respects, their brevity and their vividness.
is was seen earlier, the author's development of the
plot of carmen does not proceed from initial statement of
action to development of adtion to climax and the final
denouement. We can overlook the account of archaeological
research in chapter one as the reason for Josefs introduction
into the story, but with the final climax in chapter three,
it is difficult to accept the author»s introduction of chapter
four, even when we know carmen's gypsy background. It seems
obvious that the author knew this, or he would not have
included the quote which ends chapter four. With this quote,
he is able to successfully Irritate the reader enough to
force him to think about the entire story. The plot develop
ment in Colomba is different. Here, the author also includes
digressions on various subjects, but these subjects are
relative to the plot development. It is difficult to select
a single element in this story which does not relate to the
vendetta.
It is to Blaise Pascal that we owe the explanation for
all of the actions of the minor characters with the ex
ception, perhaps, of the corsican bandits, Chilina, the
prefect, and the gypsy smugglers. Pascal's maxime, "Le coeur
a des raisons que la raison ne eonnait point," indicates that
these characters are basically ruled by their hearts, rather
than their heads. We are not concerned with "heart" as it
is used in its romantic connotation. There exists in this
case an emotional element which serves to link the characters
in their sentiments. Even with these characters mentionned
above, there is an indication of sentiments in their perso
nalities xtfhich enable them to occupy their positions in the
stories. It is almost impossible not to single out Orso and
Jose; distinct as they are from the minor characters. These
men, so capable of great acts of kindness are both interpreted
in their relationship to the principal characters. In relation
to Carmen and Colomba, Jose and Orso illustrate continuously
their weakness in opposition to the overwhelming beguilement
of the principal characters. Both men recognize this weakness,
and Jose succumbs to it. Orso, on the other hand, is led
into the mslquis and the subsequent fight with the Barricini,
not as a direct result of ColombaJs pressing beguilement, but
in his efforts to protect the Nevils from what he considers
a dangerously embarassing situation. He seems to be in the
right place at the right time and because of this, he does
his share in helping to develop the plot. Orso does not
appear as putty in the hands of CktLomha, for he does not kill
the Barricini simply for the purpose of revenge. He is
justified in protecting himself. Without the presence of a
single ©n<§ of the minor characters mentionned in the character
analyses, the development of the plot would be hampered. Jose
and Orso, in particular are responsible for serving as counter
parts for the principal characters. The distinction between
the personal relationship of these men with the principal
characters is also apparent. Jose' is Carmen's lover and an
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outsider to her culture. Because of this he cannot fully
hide from her the effect of his psychological and emotional
deterioration as he lives a life which to him is wrong. Orso
is a product of the same early environment and parental an
cestry as his sister Golomba. He must be portrayed as an
educated, cultural "prodigal son" if the necessary conflict
is to exist between their ideas of the vendetta. There seems
to be no deterioration in Orso's basic character, but merely
a reawakening of his emotional reaction to the customs of his
island. He, perhaps, cannot be judged guilty of the vendetta
because of his lack of conviction to it, but it is indicated
that he begins to feel his "Corsican blood" stir more than
once even before he kills the Barricinis.
After reading Carmen and ColombaT the expression
"Cherchez la femme" immediately came to mind. But in retro
spect, it is not that easy to lay blame for their actions
on the principal characters alone. Both Carmen and Colomba
are products of their environments. Their cultures dictated
their actions even before Me'rime'e picked up his pen. Since
he dealt with primitive types in both cases, there was no need
to show an unrealistic change of conduct in these women.
They had to be portrayed in relation to this culture. The
author makes both women beautiful, butby describing Carmen
through a man's eyes, something carnal dominates the personality
and appearance. Colomba is in no way described to us in
this manner. She is of a large build where Carmen is small
and well-built. Even though Colomba rides into Ajaccio with
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a peasant; one, from the outset, is not led to believe that
she is interested in this man because of any physical
attraction.
Carmen and Colomba are both young, but Cclomba's
youth is secondary to her actions. She is not really
portrayed as a woman of twenty. Her dedication to her goal,
her patience,and her sentiments reflect an attitude which
only age and experience can bring. Carmen, on the other hand
at times seems to be much younger than she is characterized
as being. When she stamps her feet as the final sign of her
protest, one cannot help but smile at the reference. Both
women seem to have tempers which reflect something of their
basic personalities. However, Carmen's temper is reflected
as savage and fiery while Colomba's is savage and subdued.
As an extension of their descriptions and the hint at
their basic characters, it is necessary to say that both
Carmen and Colomba are respected by those people in their peer
grdup, But Colomba emerges noble in her desire for vengeance.
When Jourda speaks of her similarity to Electra of Greek
mythology, one is not angered at the magnitude of this com
parison.1 Even though Colomba's aim is to take a life, she
is granted the readers respect for the nobleness in which the
sentiment is expressed. Carmen is depicted in a different
way as can be seen from the similarity between her and Kanon
■^Jourda, 0£. cit. p,
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Lescaut. Her character is that of the person who chooses to
follow a course of action which benefits him alone. Carmen
conduct is self-centered. Both women are able to manipulate
those people with whom they come in contact. The manner of
manipulation however is different. Carmen uses her feminine
wiles in combination with her sexual attractivemess to obtain
what she wants. She lives successfully in a world of men
just as Colomba does, but in the final analysis, she does not
have the ability to evoke the same kind of sentiments with
merely a well-placed illusion. What is more dramatic than
Colomba's presentation of her father's blood-stained shirt?
In any other case, this could be interpreted as an innocent
act, but here Colomba is able to evoke in Orso, a notable
inner turmoil.
Merime'e's treatment of the degree of femininity exhi
bited by these two characters is indeed interesting. Carmen's
attitudes toward sex are depicted as almost animal-like, in
that she seems guided by forces which are similar to animal
instincts! There is no permanent concern shown for those
men with whom Carmen comes in contact. Hers is a wholly sel
fish attitude toward love. When she speaks of her reputation,
there is a hint that perhaps this reputation relegates her to
the "lofty" position of sex symbol in the regional area of
which she is a part. Her conduct with the men mentioned in
the story would be less than satisfactory if we were to
judge it by our code of ethics. This is not possible, however,
because of Carmen's total personality. The author's inter-
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pretation of this story would be less impressive if we were
able to judge carmen outside of her cultural background.
There seems to be no basis on which to suspect that Merimee
is anti-feminist toy this depiction of carmen. This character,
despite her attitude towards sex, men, and life in general,
is able to triumph. In the scene preceding her death, we are
able to see her love of and desire for individual freedom.
This desire seems to be innate to all people. From primitive
people typified by the Australian Aborigines to the "honnete
homme" of France's Seventeenth Century to the complex,
mechanized individuals of modern society, we have some indi
cation of the evidence of this as one of man's basic
characteristics. Therefore, the reader may tend not to judge
Carmen from her promiscuous behavior, but to empathize with
her because of the infringement of her personal right to an
individual course of action, coloraba is not characterized
in this manner. We have evidence only twice in the story that
she is at least concerned with a xroman's desires, needs, and
anticipations of the attention of the opposite sex. She does
not seem aware of her attractiveness, and has no opportunity
to show her reactions to a man's romantic approaches.
Merimee's comparison of colomba's beauty to that of a statue
immediately focuses our attention not on a warm, pleasure-
seeking woman, but on a cold, calculating individual. We are
reminded of her capabilities for loving others because her
love for Orso and Miss lydia is indicated.
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Both Carmen and Colomba are women with characteristics
of recurring traces of cruelty. Carmen's attitude, like that
of the total gypsy populace about which M^rimee writes, is
that the mass of the people are stupid and deserve to be duped.
As she endeavors to obtain what she feels she deserves to take
from others, Carmen's ideas are not at all humanitarian. She
displays the need for her own pleasures and successes. With
out knowing it Carmen is basically an egotist. Colomba's
actions indicate a similar attitude, however, we are not able
to categorize them with Carmen's. As she strives to bring
about the vendetta, it is only of her own desire that Colomba
thinks. It is of no consolation for her to know that Orso
considers the vendetta a savage act. As with Carmen, it is
not important to Colcmba what others think of her treachery.
Colomba's aim is her oxra completion of the task that she has
set for herself. One will have difficulty, however, confirming
the judgement of Colomba as an egotist. In its total per
spective, her conduct cannot be judged as desirous of a wholly
personal victory. It is her family's honor which is at stake.
If it were possible, we would perhaps find ourselves forced
to characterize her as an egotistic humanitarian. Neither
Carmen nor Colomba has a capacity for judging her own conduct.
They do not think of their actions as either good or evil,
but necessary. Colomba has an observable goal; Carmen has
none. It is perhaps with this idea in mind that the reader
forms his basis for distinguishing the importance of the
actions of these characters.
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Finally, it is necessary to note once again the
similarity in the depiction of carmen's and colomba's
primitiveness. Both women are shown as individuals born in
a primitive society and permanently bound to its conventions.
The gypsy carmen and the corsican coloraba have no ability to
change their environments or themselves. Much more important
than their inability in this respect is the fact that the
scope of their points of view allows them no thoughts for
the necessity of such a change. What is important to these
two women typifies, in its broadest sense, what is important
to the societies of which they are a part. Both carmen's
desire for freedom and colomba's desire to restore her
family's honor are symbolic in this respect. Relative to their
individual codes of behavior is the idea of the permanence
which attaches itself there. This permanent code of behavior
dictates the actions of both characters, carmen, though
facing death, refuses to relinquish her gypsy life to one
which will bring her boredom and unhappiness. Even though
she has left Corsica and assumed all the innate qualities of
a "lady", Colomba has to remind old Barricini that she would
repeat her past action if her family's vindication was neces
sary.
The study of carmen and Colomba has provided an invalu
able source of knowledge of the Nineteenth century and of the
life and works of their author, Prosper Merimee. The philosophy
and works of the author are so intricately interwoven with
his life and times that a failure to consider all of these
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factors might have led to a misrepresentation of the art in
volved in his witings. Recognizing among his personal traits,
Merimee's atheism, his scepticism, and his love for the extra
ordinary and for the primitive, it is not surprising to find
all of these aspects ever present in his works, carmen and
Colomba emerge as works to be continuously considered, read,
and studied. The heroines of these stories leave the indelible
imprint of their personalities on the history of short fiction.
The pages of carmen and qolomba have been turned and the books
have been closed, but we can say with certainty that we shall
meet these exceptional women again.
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